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It's UpT 0 you . 
PROPOSED STUDENT REFERENDUM 
• • 
by Jean St. Andre 
"Are you sick?" "Isn't everyone?" 
While this is a common dialogue 
these days on campus - as well as 
on many other college campuses 
throughout the state - just think of 
the impact that the recent upsurge 
in sickness has had on the Health 
SE;!rvices. 
The Health Services is in 
desparate need of a fee increase. In 
this semester's SGA elections, I a 
non-binding referendum describing 
the 3 alternatives to the "Solution" 
of this problem will be offered to the 
entire college community. This is 
your opportunity to support the 
"solution" of your choice. (The 
referendum accompanies this 
artiCle.) 
The Infirmary has suffered from a 
severe lack of medicines due to the 
recent upswing in sickness and is 
also hampered by the blizzard 
which has made delivery of supplies 
next to impossible. 
Lack of funds is a major reason 
for this shortage of medication -
this is why an increase in the Health 
Services fee is needed so 
desparately. If an increase is not 
obtained, it will have serious and 
detrimental effects upon the quality 
6f health care currently provided. 
Please take this opportunity to 
carefully read the accompanying 
referendum, and when it comes 
time to vote, use your privilege 
wisely. 
Forum: 
Fire At Pope! 
Some things only happen to other people--so it seems. On February 
· 11, a quiet Sunday evening, we were doing homework in a friend's room 
· on the ground floor of Pope. Suddenly, a lamp which had been rewired 
recently after having shorted out, began to make crackling noises and, 
armost immediately, a fire broke out in the electrical outlet into which the 
lamp was plugged. 
What do you do when a fire breaks out in your home or dorm room? 
Out first feelings were not merely of panic, but of disbelief, of beirig in a 
bad dream. Next, there is an urge to put out the fire and save your 
· possessions in any way possible--a noble instinct, but also a dangerous 
one. . 
Through our unthinking· responses to the fire, we made seve(al 
mistakes. First, one of the residents of the room ran upstairs to tell the 
housemother, Miss Mello, about the fire_ Miss Mello immediately pulled 
an alarm, but it would have saved time if the girl had pulled the alium on 
our floor and then told the housemother. 
I had pulled a burning towel off its rack and thrown it onto the linoleum 
floor in order to put it out and get it away from the other combustible 
materials on the desk .and bureau nearby. I then discovered that I really 
had no means of putting the fire out, sinc~ there was no blanket with 
.,J,/hich to smother the flame~, and since I was barefoot and couldn't 
stamp it out. 
According to Dean David P. 
Deep, "the sickness seemed to have 
reached its peak on Monday." Not 
only this campus, but the campuses 
of UMass and North Adams State 
College have been plagued with 
very high levels of sickness. 
The Infirmary has also run out of 
bottles to dispense cough syrup; if 
anyone has an empty bottle that he 
or she is finished with, please return 
it to the Infirmary. Another problem 
- to add to the many existing ones 
- is the report of several students. 
using the cough syrup for reasons 
other than medical. This abuse, 
coupled with the many difficulties 
facing the Health Services, only 
makes a bad situation WOrse. 
Please, take the time to care 
about this important issue. 
Remember - a single visit· to a 
doctor's office or an emergency 
room of a hospital would cost you an 
awful lot of money - more than 
what you pay for an entire semester. 
Please consider the necessity of this 
increase as you cast your vote at the 
next elections on February 28, 
March 1 and 2. 
ON HEAL TH FEE 
1. MAINTAIN PRESENT HEALTH FEE: 
Maintain present fee of $12.00 per semester (at this rate WE 
would have to cut back substantially on present services in ordel 
to balance the Health Service Budget). I understand that cuts 01 
the kind listed below would have to be made: 
Types of neces~ary cuts - elimination of laboratory services 
and the position of laboratory technician; elimina1ion of services 
of the gynecologist; Infirmary will be closed on week-ends and 
fr?m 11:00 p.'!'. to 7:00 a.m. on week days; one day nurse position 
. w~n . be ebmmated (total of three nurses positions being 
elImmated); c;lnd the position of part-time secretary will be 
eliminated. 
2. INCREASE HEALTH FEE: 
Increase the Health Fee to $22.50 p~r semester. Atthis rate· we 
will be able to maintain, but not increase, our PRESENT lev~l of 
services for three to four years. 
OR 
Increase the Health Fee to $25.00 per semester. At this rate we ~i11 be ::,?Ie to inc~ease service in our College Infirmary. - such as 
- addltJOnal gynecologist hours, an additional 3:00 p.m .• 11:00, 
p.m. nurse will be available, an orthopedic doctor will be available 
on ~~mpu~ for a limited num?er of hours, and the secretary 
positIOn wdl change from part-time to full time. The $25.00 fee will 
also allow us to offer these expanded services for three or four 
years. 
By. this time, another student who had been in the room ~ith us 
returned with a fire extinguisher. Heputthe fire out on the towel on the 
floor,and then began to put out the. fire thai had caught another towel, 
melted the towel rack, and caught onto the plastic wastebasket 
Howev~r, this fire ~xtinguisher was Class" A". meant for paper fires and 
wo?d ~res, not mtended for use on electrical fires. Class "A" 
extlngUl~hers contain. water; Fortunately, the student never tried to put 
the fire m the outlet out, just the off-shoots on the towels. He then 




The Arthritis Foundation 
is ... the uoluntary health agency 
seeking the total answer - cause, 
preuention, cure - to the nations 
number one crippling disease. It 
exists to help the millions of Arthritis 
sufferers and to help their 
doctors ... through programs ·0/ 
research, patient $eruices, public . 
health information and education, 
The one other. student who had been in the room ran out into the hall 
with me so we could tell the people in our hall that it was a real fire this 
time and that they should leave. Although the fire alarm had been on for a 
few minutes, most people, especially anyone who has ever lived at the 
Hill, are either too slow to leave the building or too quick to take the 
alarm for a practical joke. . 
(cant. on page 3) (cont. on page 12) 
p.e.E. By the Sea 
by Jim Calnan 
The Program of Continuing; 
Education at Bridgewater State 
, College, in addition to . its . regular 
. center' and the 'Hyannis !summer 
school center in West Barnstable, 
has established a third center·. in 
Buzzards Bay at the Massachusetts 
Maritime Academy. Dr. Henry J. 
Fanning, Jr.; pireetor of Continuing 
. Education, is ·ver-y enthusiastic 
Dr. Henry·Fanning, Director of p.e.E. 
1&& 
about the program, stating that the Massachusetts MaritimeAcademy. 
enrollments for both the Fall and Dr. Fanning feels there is muchto 
Spring semesters.· are reportedly be gained by the establishment of 
. good, in fact, much bett~r. than.: this center, on Cape Cod. He looks 
expected. In general, the enfipllment : ! forward to the Summer Sessions of 
for Continuing Education has been '; /78 $inceplans. are being" made for 
encouraging, according.. to Mr. 
Dennis Bicknell, Staff Assistant. 
Reasons tor the expansion were 
explained by Dr. Fanning, Mass. 
Maritime decided to limit its course 
" offerings in adult education to the 
areas of Maritime Science and 
community service programs. This· 
enabled Bridgewater to establish a 
center on that campus and 
especially make available to the 
people in the Cape Cod area 
Bridgewater's programs and 
courses, both at the Undergraduate 
and Graduate levels. Counseling 
and other supportive services are 
provided there as well. 
exciting courses and workshops to 
be· offered there. It's location 
creates a Hstudies with a vacation" . 
environment and a residence hall . 
and dining facilities will be avaiiaqle 
to· students taking c<;:1urses. . 
The Continuing Education Office 
at the Buzzards Bay center is 
located'in the Storer Administration 
Building where the administrative 
functions of. that office are carried 
out by Bridgewater Staff with the 
able assistance of Lieutenant 
Commander Philip Sanford· of the . Mr. Dennis BickJlell, p.e.E. Staff Assistant 
.2 THE COii.'1:.'1ENT Februarv 16. jCJ7x 
it • I I 
The Biizzard of 1978 will long be remembered for many things: 
cancellation of classes, getting stuck on Route 128, and severe damage to 
life and property to name just a few. But the other things that will 
probably be quickly forgotten are the services performed by various 
members at the college: The behind-the-scene men/women who tried to 
keep a paralyzed school-a paralyzed New England for that matter in 
some kind of state of consciousness. 
, 
HEY SCitONSON-
HoW DO VOW 
expecT TO bET THIS 
NOTHIWG I 
REAL. • A special thanks with greatful appreciation must be given to several people and/or groups. To Mr. Ed Gorman, manager of Customs Food 
Services special thanks to you and your entire staff for a job well done_ 
Feeding 1500-plus students is a tough job, but it was done with skill. We 
commend your generosity in allowing snow-bound students without 
weekend meal plans the privilege of eatil}g all meals on that weekend. 
Your generosity and fine handling of this bad situation is applaudable. 
For Lou Perry, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, and all 
members of the Grounds Crewl, a special thanks for clearing the parking 
lots and for aiding in the removal of cars from their blocked spaces. 
Walking conditions were made to be as good a s possible, and the bridge 
over the railroad tracks has never seen as much use_ 
THAT GIR'- FoR 
'lOUR. VALENTINE 
WITH ,HOSE 7 
FAKE L.a"£: DARTS. 
ARROwl 
• 
Last but not least, the Office of Student Life is also deserving of 
mention. Students with financial needs over the past week could visit the 
. Office where arrangements were made for small loans to tide students 
over until they could obt'airi some money of their own_ 
To all others who' helped in the storm in any capacity, we extend great 
thanks and appreciation. 
elSA 
"Good Job" 
To the Editor: 
I just wanted to. take this 
opportunity to thank all the RA's at 
the Hill for their fine effort" at 
planning entertaining events for all 
the 600 people who were "stranded" 
during the past week_ 
Movies, dances, Bingo, 
competitions -- they all helped keep 
boredom to a lower .level and are 
well·appreciated by all. It was 
especially appreciated because it 
was difficult to get to lower campus 
(the 'Rat') for the first few days after 
the storm. 
On behalf of eve.ryone at the Hill,] 
applaud your efforts. 
An appreciative student 
;;;;.;.;;;;;;. ......... ~ij -.· •.-..r·T-hank you 
cooperation 
To the Editor: 
fo·r 
At this time we would like to 
thank all the residents of Shea and 
Durgin Halls for their cooperation 
and mature behavior during the 
recent snowstorm when all were 
forced to stay inside. We are all very 
pleased and appreciate your fine 
efforts during that period. 
Sincerely, 
The Housemothers of Shea and 
Durgin 
Charlie ... 
To the Editor: 
We would like to take this 
opportunity give a belated 'thank 
you' to Charlie' - a cllstodian at the 
Hill - for all his help at thebeginning 
of the year with our water problem. 
He was very' helpful and 
sympathetic: Sorry it took so long 
for this letter Charlie, and thanks 
again. You kno~ what they say, 
'better late than nevert'. ' 
Beth and Jean 
To Jim Cummings, Louis Penny, 
the Campus Police, and all the 
maintenance staff-many warm 
thanks for er1dless hours of hard 
work. Most people don't realize 
what it took to keep things going but 
your efforts are not forgotten. 
To all the staff of the Health 1. Is the bookstore a private 
Service, Student Union, and concern? 
Student Life-many thanks for the 2. Is it profit making? 
"little" things you did. Yo 3. Who has the contract and how 
dedication made life a lot easier for is it awarded? 
the rest of us. 4. Is there any control on costs, 
To the Housemothers, R.A.'s, mark-up, and profits, or is it "all the 
and the·officers at the Hill-thank you market will bear"? 
for your incredible cooperation, 5. Does the state, the school or 
unselfishness, and inspiration. It is a the student body recieve any part of 
pleasure to work with such fine the profits? 
people. 6. Is this an isolated incident, or 
Finally, to th~Residet'lts .at .the .. have yoU h<.:ldother such complaints 
Hill-thank you for making it all' '7. What is the yearly profit of the 
worthwhile. You can be proud of C.S.A.? 
yourselves. You showed a level of I am sending copies of this letter 
maturity and a spirit of cooperation to the school newspapers in hopes 
and community which the rest of the that other students with complaints 
college could do well to imitate. I wilIwrite to. me. I would appreciate 
hope you keep it and foster it, for it answers to the above questions. 
benefits can make college life much, Sincerely, 
mor rewarding. Robert A. Hall 
If there is anyone I missed, I Senator· 
sincerely apologize. May God bless 
you all for your efforts( 
Very truly yours, 
Robert "Mus" Harrington 
Resident Assistant 
Great Hill Dormitory 
P.S. Oh yes! . Thank-you Stan 
Smutin for keeping the free 
enterprise system alive. After all, 
he's only the Governor 
More bookstore 
. complaints... .~ 
SAC 
·Con/erence. 
TO:All SGA Members 
.. -RE:SAC Conference 
. There will be a SAC Conference 
Friday February 24 through Sunday 
February 26 at Westfield State 
College. The theme wiUbe "Corning 
Trends in Student Government in 
Public Higher Education". 
Secrat~ry pf E(iucation paul. Par~p. > •. ' The, ,conference will begin at a 
John'W .~McCbrmac~ Bliildi1;t9 f .~ 1: ;; ,sever{o'C1ock dinner with the Board 
Room 6i1 . . (, of Trustees Chairperson George 
One Ashburtoh Place' . . . EIlis6n as'the keynote speaker.' 
Boston MA: 02108 WorKshops will be heldi:lll day 
Dear S~cratary Parks: ... Saturday, and these workshops will 
I have, when time permits:· l;leen bean: 
SAC Conference 
issued at the end of the conference, 
and Westfield State SGA President 
Joel M~grini said there may be some 
money returned to each college if 
the costs do not reach $200.00. If the 
total casts exceed $200.00, 
Westfield State will will soak up the 
extra costs. (Westfield estimates 
that they will have to contribute 
$700.00 anyway)_ 
Government, State Government, 
legislation, job placement, and more 
in a first hand situation. I strongly 
encourage any interested students 
to support the SAC conference and 
to get in touch with me in the SGA 
office AS SOON AS POSSIBLE! 
Remember, F eburary 24 is just 
around the corner. 
Westfield State has also cancelled Respectfully, 
all fees for activities held at the Kim Cleghorn' 
college, so the only expenses will be Bridgewa ter SAC 
for personal expenses such as Representative 
alcoholic beverages, munchies, 
etc .... and transportation (drivers of:······.······.··.· •• ···: \I 
cars will be paid 12¢ a mile for driving ~ S . t t' h A rth • 
to the conference and taking other4li uppor e .. : 
students along). : ritis Foundation : 
ASAC "f .. 4tI . • 
. con erence IS a umque ••••••••••••••••••••••• , • 
opportumt~'~o learn about Student 
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• ••••••••••••••• .' •••••••••••••••• 0 ••• Joan Thibeault 
Newswriting Staff: Gil Bliss, Edwa;d Copp Jr.,Robert DeVidc/, 
Dianne Doucette, Jack Duncan, Barbara Gerraughty~'William Gorman, 
Elaine Light, Joseph McDo'nald,Kathy O'Hara, Regine Zwerger. 
Dear Sirs, 
As everyone is well aware by now, 
the "Great Blizzard of 78" brought 
with it challenges which few of us 
had ever occasion to encounter 
b~fore. The ordinary became 
extraordinary;simpletasks be:came 
extremely difficult. Yet we survived 
and now. try to return to some 
degree of normalcy. But before we.· 
close the books on· this record 
breaking storm, I would like to 
express my gratitude to a few of the 
many people who kept things going, 
despite the many hardships~ 
To Lenny and all the Food 
Service people-whatever Custom 
is paying ~IOU isn't enough. Ewry 
meal was delicious and \jour, 
cooperation was most appreciated. 
dismiss these "rip off" complaints as 
the type of griping usually heard 
from students. 
However, in my current class, 
several students pointed out that 
the book we had purchased, used 
from the bookstore, for $5.20 had as 
a sticker onthebottom which, when 
a new concept in higher 
education by The Common-
wealth Center for Law and 
Higher Education 
dorm housing 
Chic Mahoney on . collective 
bargaining 
Jeff Stetson of affirmative 
action 
. Photography Sta : Joe McDohald, Frank Nacke!. . spa. rtsw.r it.ing StlO: 'Nota Ken. ney., Cand. ice Killion, Terry Riley. 
Production Sta : Sheila Brennan, Susan Brennan, Colleen 
Desmond, Jack Duncan, Kathy Goudie, Nancy Inman, Susan 
Laflamme, Joe McDonald, Charlotte Mankus, Jeanne Manty, Brian 
Sullivan. 
,removed, revealed thepriGe, new to academic credit for exta-
be ,$2.95! While i1 is no 'hardship for curricular activities THE COMMENT is a student slJPported' and' operated weekly 
me to buy a used book at twice the newspaper servirig the academic community of Bridgewater State 
. d campus· security 
new cost~ for many stu ents it is. If College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief. in 
. h copyright laws you multiply this times t e number consultation with the Editorial Board. He-publication of all material 
. of students, times the. number of ... pri,.,ted herein is forbidden without the expressed written permission of 
books, it comes to a tidy sum! The conference will end after the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the Editor are encouraged but are limited 
The state. subsidized public brunch at 1:00 Sunday, with Senate to 250 words or less, Letters, classifiedaduertlesements' and all other 
col1~ges to· provide a low cost President Kevin Harrington as written material is subject to condensation. Advertising rates will be 
education for our citizens, at the· dosing speaker. Qvailable upon request. All correspondence should be addressed to: 
same time that taxpayers are paying The registration fee for each THE COMMENT, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA; ext. 
. to feed cos.ts down, such mark-ups.,partidp.ating., college is set at ! 26'Oor.304.' . , . 
~~ema~qu.tioM~mym~d·~W~~.·~·H~~ed bill will ~, +~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
, It If ,,; .. ~ 
nnoun ents 
SENIORS 
Would you like to graduate in the nude? If not, make sure you order your 
caps and gowns NO LATER THAN March 9. A second ordering period 
will take place on March I, 2, and 3 across from the bookstore. This is 
your last chance to order for graduation.. Caps and gowns may be 
ordered any time at the S.U. Info. Booth. The final cut·off date for caps 
and gowns is March 9. Any questions contact Elaine Zollo at Pope Hall 
Ext. 382, or any of the class officers. 
········WHA·i;s··iiiis??······························· ................................................. . 
Sadie Hawkiils ... 'UI Abner ... Who knows what it's all about? Could it be 
a semi·formaL. with a dinner ... and a band at a well·known ballroom? Wil 
I it be in April? Wouldn't you just love to be with that special someone for 
a night you'll always remeber? Why not ask her ... or ask him? Keep 
watching for further details, or ask the Class of '79 officers! 
; ········BRiiJ·GEWATEii;s·FIiisT"·T"Rljj··io·RussiA·········· ................. . 
: If you missed the prsentation of FINNAIR on the exciting three city trip 
I to Helsinki, Moscow, Leningrad at the unusual price of $625 from New 
York or $655 from Boston (INCLUDES flight, hotels, 3 daily meals plus 
conducted sightseeing) there is still time to sign up for March 10 
departure. But you have to hurry to make the payment and visa deadline 
by Feb. 12. See Prof. Reordan on Mon., Wed., and Fri., at 12 in her office, 
Library, Rm. 219 or simply leave your name, address, and tel. no. on her 
door to be contacted. 
------ ••• _---------- ... - ... _------- .... -- ............ _-- ... -- ................ --- .................................................................. _'!' ........ - ............. - ..... -_ .. _----- .. ---
BIOLOGY CLUB 
Biology Club meeting Tues., Feb. 14 at 11:00 a.m. at the Biology Musuem. 
Topic: Elections, all members must attend. " 
·······iiis·iiiEiuiii·SEiiiiis··························· ..................................... . 
Dr. Thomas Curley from the English Department will speak on Feb. 21st 
at 7 :30 (T ues.) . _ .. -'-
Ways & Means 
Enforces Rules 
To all Members of the College Community: 
This letter is to inform of a recent Ways & Means decision as to 
the consequences of a clubs failure to abide by Ways & Means 
policies. As you should know, all events must be open to the 
entire college community at no charge. On January 27th, the 
Action Center for Women sponsored a concert with Joanna 
Cazden at the Chameleon Coffeehouse. An admission charge of 
$1.25 was collected at the door by all attending. In actuality, the 
students had already paid for this concert through their S. G .A. 
fee, and should not have been charged for admission. ..... . .......... . 
Due to this· incident, which we "never before nad to deal With, 
Ways & Means formulated a policy for such matters. When a club 
is found in violation of a Ways & Means policy, they will be 
required'to return to the SGA the cost of the particular event, 
plus a 50% assessment. This money will be returned to 
contingency for future use by the college community. We feel that 
this action is necessary to insure that all members of the college 
community benefit from their SGA fee. Lisa Gorman, 
Treasurer, SGA 
Ways & Means Committe 






Spotlight on international 
students ..... (by Regine Zwerger 
This is Masako Iguchi... 
Japan, I already was looked upon 
being Americanized", she 
says, "because I did not care too 
much about ·old. traditions," 
Although Masalo had no clear 
conception of a "typical American", 
she shares the opinion that· "the 
United States must be a dangerous 
country" with some of the other 
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A lection ch dul 
by Dominic Levasseur 
Election Committee Chairperson 
The Elections Committee has 
posted the schedule for this year's 
class elections and for SGA 
executive board elections. We hope 
that you take notice of these dates, 
Special attention should be given to 
due dates of nomimation papers. 
Papers will not be accepted late, 
therefore you must plan ahead and 
get the papers in on time. The 
schedule is as follows: 
It should oe not that the class 
elections stated here are for NEXT 
years class. Therefore when 
elections are held for the Senior 
class, it :s THIS YEAR'S Junior 
class which will go to the polls. This-
holds true for the other classes as 
well. 
The executive board positions 
consist of the SGA president who is 
the ceremonial head of SGA, the 
first vice·president who is the 
presiding officer at senate meetings, 
the second vice· president who is 
head of the Homecoming 
committee, .. the secretary who 
manages all SGA records, and the 
assistent treasurer who must not be 
a Senior and sho helps the treasurer 
with financial records. There are 
also four senator ·at·large positions 
to be filled. The class positions 
available are president, vice-
president, secretary, treasurer, 
senator. and social director. ,_ 
We remind you that these 
elections are for YOUR class and 
YOUR Student Government 
officials. They should be taken 
seriously. How you class and school 
is represented depends on who is in 
charge. We urge anyone to run for 
any position which may interest 
them. For those who are not 
running for office, ... _ VOTE! In a 
recent election less than 3% of a 
class voted (50 people). In the future 
please look for dates and times of 
elections and come VOTE! 
A special election for three 
vacated seats on the senate will be 
held on Wed. Feb. 22. Nomination 
papers will be available Mon., Feb 6 
and' will be accepted no later than 
Wed., Feb. 15. The positions 
available are senators from the class 
of 79 and two from the class of 80. 
Election Committee 
Fire at Pope! 
(cont. from page 1) 
All this action (and non-action) took place in the space of about five 
. minutes. Fires don't wait for people to make rational, intelligent 
decisions. The campus police arrived quickly, fol/owed by the town 
firemen, and took care of the rest of the situation. Mixed with a sense of 
relief that it was over was the knowledge that, in trying to put out the fire, 
ELECTION'S SCHEDULE 
Jan. 30, Mon .. papers out for exec. 
board. 
Feb. 17, FrL . papers due for exec. 
board. 
Feb. 24, Fri. . Primaries for exec. 
board. 
March I, Wed .. executive board 
elections. 
March 6, Mon .. papers out for 
Senior class. 
March 27, Mon. - papers out for 
Junior class. 
March 31, Fri. . papers due for 
Seniors. 
March 31, Fri. . Papers available for 
Sophomore class. 
April 7, Fri. - Primaries for Seniors 
April 7, Fri .. papers due for Juniors. 
April 12, Wed .. Senior class officer 
election 
April 14, Fri. . Primaries for Junior 
class. 
April 14, Fri. . papers due for 
Sophomore class. 
April 19, Wed .. Junior class 
elections. 
April 21, Fri. . Primaries for 
Sophomore class. 





we each made foolish, potentially dangerous mistakes. I cannot accept by Mary Moritz 
this as being totally our own fault however. We have never recieved any Bridgewater State College 
kind of fire or emergency education from this school, except fire drills. students met together on a 
Shouldn't this also be a part of our education? How many students know weekend for. an inter.cultural 
where their fire alarms and extinguishers are, with the exception of those seminar .. It . was organize,dplI. Jo~\ 
bril1r~ntstU$flis; .wla!>pu1J'th~ ~~aP~,\~~~\'th~.pr~,'~~i~yl~!ilb"f!?,t'f~~,,;l.'itvlt;1~ ~riro/~f!'i>'1tijn ltttar..cuft~ritl· .• :, .....• 
some kind of morbid joke? 'Out 'of ·the remairiiri~f operabJe fire communications· c/ass~ and Steve 
extinguishers. did you know that there are different types for different Ryer, doordinator of international 
fires? Would you remember to read the directions if your room was on students at the college. The day. 
fire? long program provided a new and 
It is my opinion that the school should prepare some ki nd of program, unique opportunity for students to 
talk or handbook to educate the students on what they should do in an honestly confront the cultural 
emergency_ We are here to learn, and what better subject to learn than variations that lead to communi-
the rules for getting out of a fire alive. In the meantime, if a fire should cation blocks. 
strike near you, and if you don't know exactly what you're doing, the best Students began gathering at the 
thing is t6 leave your room immediately, pull the nearest alarm, alert the Christian Center on Standish Road 
head resident, and vacate the building. All your clothes, records, and in Bridgewater around 10:00 a.m. 
other valuables are not worth the risk of your own life. Saturday morning and introduced 
VLS themselves over toffee and donuts. 
A SPECIAL INVIT A TION MESSAGE TO 
THE STUDENTS AT BRIDGEWATER STATE 
FROM One Jtepohead 
We are extending ,to STUDENTS ONLY, 
an incredible price on our genuine 
OFFER 
Masako Iguchi and Misaki Okaya, 
who was covered in the last issue of 
the COMMENT, attended the same 
language school in Tokyo _ Masako, 
26 years old, worked there as a 
typewriter instructor before she 
came to Bridgewater a month ago. international students. EXPIRES 
Nevertheless, her parents CORDUROYS. "The language and the fact that I 
have been out of school for a long 
time", Masako consideres to be her 
only problems at the college. She 
studied English at high school and 
learned about the American way of 
\ife from her American instructor 
collegues. 
Thus, Masako had no difficulties 
"".-Ii" ,,,,i·iY·,n to different 'ln 
supported the idea of studying in APRIL 1> 1978 
America, mainly because American 
colleges offer better possibllities for 
older students to "start again". Now YOU can buy first Quality Cords for ONLY $11.99 
Masako now js a freshman and 
sociology major at BSC and she COME IN and present OU St d . tID C d hopes that the two years she intends . .. . y r u en . . ar . 
to stay at the co\legewill help her to We've got all, sizes and color·s I-n stock. get a job as secretary at home. 
She likes the campus life, because h . 
,"here I really can study, wheras in - WHA T'S t e". REASON? Well- we want you to 
.. the diversion is too great", 
says. liThe American students become acquainted with our store and know 
surprised that sombody from 
knows their language", she the opular BRAND NAMES 8 18 • 
continues. "They are curious also if p. . we carry, speCla lZlng 
~~:re~~~:~~~(W~~d(Jy~~~~~~~ in ATHLETIC & LEISURE FOOTWEAR and JEANS. 
Do you like it?" ... ) and ........ --------------..... -------....... ____ IIIIIIIIiI _______ ..... 
conversations most of the time stay One "e ,p ahead - West Side, Brockton 
on the surface. ("How do you do? ... ) ,/ \.! 
TWO-LOGATIONS - Bridgewater 
But Masako likes the college and 
not only in order to perfect her 
English, she hopefully will make alot 
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New England Contemporary 
'Ensemble Review 
by Karen Tobin 
The New England Contemporary 
Ensemble performed on Tuesday 
January 31 in the S.U. Auditorium. 
The Ensemble is composed of 8 
members, 6 musicians (playing 
piano, harp, english horn, 
percussion, contrabass, and 
clarinet) a dancer mime and a tape 
sound engineer. The seating of the 
audience on the stage, on three 
sides of the performing area 
provided an intimacy that may 
otherwise been lacking in such a 
large room. 
The first piece was titled Sky:S or 
J. It was composed and performed 
by Joseph Gelli. Five english horns 
were used: 4 on tape and one 
performed live. The odd, wispy 
music combined with the total 
darkness of the stage to create a 
sensation similar to feeling a cold 
gentle breeze on the back of one's 
neck. After the piece was 
performed, Celli was introduced to 
the audience to describe the music 
and its compositioin.Sky;S or J, he 
explained can be performed by 5 live 
horn players, 4 taped and one live 
player or with all five players taped-
all the players being of equal 
importance. The horns are played· 
without reeds, resulting in a higher 
thiner airier tune than that which is 
usually associated with an english 
horn. Some out-of-tuneness is 
expected-it occurs as a natural 
function of the instrumnet. 
The second piece' was Rossinis 
Un petit train de p/aisir. This is 
considered to be the first in a long 
series of sons that attempt to depict 
a train journey through music. 
Rossini wrote it to be performed on 
the piano, th ensemble added two 
percussinists, slides and a dancer. 
These additions helped to more 
preciselydepict the boarding of 
passenger, journey and eventual 
derailment indicated by captain$ 
appearing on Rossini's music. The 
only problem I found was that one 
didn't reallIy know which to watch 
first-the slides, or the dancer. 
The final selection was 
calleclMusic of the Spheres. It was 
composed by the Ensembles 
Richard Mory. It is based on the 
writings of Botheus, who believed 
that there are three levels of 
. Carpenter's Shop 
Coffeehouse 
by Michael Bezoenik 
The Carpenter's Shop sponsored 
the "House of Friendship" Coffee 
House on Wednesday, February 2 
in the Formal Dining Room of t~e 
Student Union Their offenng was 
a welcome contrast to the hustle 
of fellow COMMENT staff 
members preparining an issue 
ne xtdoor. 
The host for the evening was 
Carpenter Shop member. Rick 
Odess, whose opening announce-
ment . was to be "mellow and 
relax." This comment began the 
evening with good vibes and, 
sparked the desire to try a few of 
the available refreshments, . 
including some delightful peanut 
butter cookies. 
The first performer was Sue 
Hoyle, whose mature voice was 
inspirational, especially as she 
harmonized with the voices of 
audience members who sang . 
al~:mg during her last song. 
·After being further reminded 
of refreshments during a shari 
break, Lee Pina began the second 
course of coffeehouse 
entertainment "Very melodic," 
"very dreamy," and "'a sound that 
could send one's imagination 
travE!llingH are ways of describing 
LeeJs many songs of love, life and 
beauty. Lee sang one of her songs 
with her roommate, and they both 
appeared to thoroughly enjoy 
this--it was obvious that they sing 
together a great deal. 
T~eremajnder of. the. prqgrarn 
was ptese'nted by the House 6f . 
Friendship Singers, who generated 
great energy. The Singers are a 
group of about twenty people who 
work, sing, and lend a 
helping hand Ifrom their 
headquarters, the House of 
Friendship· in Brockton. Their 
program was like an old time 
fellowship meeting turned tonfg,nd 
was quite enjo. yable. 
The Carpenter's Shop's Rick 
Odess, when asked about the 
House of Friendship Singers 
described their performance as 
"their personal relationship with 
God through Jesus and shar :ng· 
and let ting everybody know that 
it· is available to everyon~ for the 
asking:' 
Overall, the evening t).lrned out to 
: be enjoyable. One word of 
warning: if one is to enjoy such 
and evening, one has to hacve an 
open mind and not be shocked by 
· open affection, friendliness and 
· constantly being told to relax. 
Even if one disregards the 
· (religious) reasonings behind the 
i se attitudes, onewould agree that 
· such a' ·:titudes vcreate a pleasan 
atmosphere. 
Program Committee. Presents: 
THE GONG SHOW! 
, . Frida\} Februaru 24 
"eN ....................... 't_ •••••• -0 r., ............ ,,, 
: arne: : 
: Local address: : 
:'Telephone: Year: : 
: Type of act (explain): : 
l •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••• , 
On friday February 24,1978, the Program committee will be 
presenting its second annual Gong Show! A time for all of 
you natural performers to take to the stage in competition 
for prizes. Each act will have a total of three minutes t6 
perform and must bring an necessary equipment. Don't 
n'ilBSS this great opportunity for fun and enjoyment! But, 
... ,jJ"' ... '.<:'n~lhlo'r, al~ ap!'JlHcations must be completed as soon as 
now and get your act together!!! 
'. 
music:Musica mundana, the music 
of the spheres, represented by a 
shifting pattern of lights and ocean, 
wind sounds;music humana, the 
music of the body and soul, 
represented by a dancer mime and 
taped music of a non melodic, 
cacaphonous sort-something one 
would associate with sound waves 
and space voyages;musica 
instrumental is, represented by 
various combination· of piano,harp 
percussion, oboe, clarinet and 
contrabass horn. 
The performance was very 
interesting. £t utilized styles and 
uses of instrument to which I am not 
accustomed, but which I found quite 
enjoyable. The program committee 
is to be commended for bringing a 
new different form of musical 
entertainment to Bridgewater 
audiences, and at such a low price. I 
found it very dissapointing that so 
few people attended the 
performance. It is unfortunate that 
the program committee puts so 
much effort into bringing cultural 
activities to the Student Union and 
sometimes ~ets little response. 
Arts Magazine 
Needs Material 
'Ts", the arts magazine is in 
constant search of new poetry, 
fiction, .$hort drama, graphic work 
(especially for our cover) and 
photography; as well as new people 
wi~new ideas for the production of 
eachissue. Material (accompanied if 
possible by a phone number of 
address) can be left in the Arts 
. Magazine mail box in the Student 
Union information booth. To help 
with the production of the magazine 
watch for announcement of our 




Several members of the Brockton 
Art Colloquim, a CET A-funded 
group of 15 artisits in the fine and 
peforming arts, are exhibiting their 
artwork at the Bridgewater State 
College Student Union Crafts 
Show, sponsored by the Student 
. Union Program Committee. 
Carolyn Roche, a silversmith, is 
displaying a sterling silver tree 
sculpture, made entirely of 
materials usually utilized in jewelry 
making. . 
'Painter BiR McEntee's contribu'" 
tion is a series of five rapidograph 
drawings with al3iblical theme, and 
another of the Mayflower. 
Vivian Fitzpatrick is exhibiting 
two on paintings expressing her 
interest in . natural scenes and 
landscapes. 
Weaver Gail Villareale's exhibit 
consists of five pieces of her artwork 
done in the difficult medium of off-
loom we~ving. . 
The Brockton Art Coll()quium, 
located at 25 Lefion Parkway in 
Brockton, consists oia gallery and 
studio space where the various 
artists may be observed at work. 
Admission is free and the gallery is 
open from 10 to 4:30 Monday 
through' Friday. For more 
information call the Colloquium at 
588-4227. . 
Other Bridgewater craft 
exhibitors include Tina Walsh, an 
instructor in the Student Union Mini 
Course Series. Tina's work includes 
macrame and toll painting. 
The exhibit is being sponsored by 
the Student Union Program 
Committee and can be viewed in the 
Art Gallery in the top floor of the 
"~",,pp~~~~~~~~~. i~.~~~~t ~ ~!~~~1tt~;~01~~~~1~~~gi H il ~ f 
Calendar 
Events' Outside the 
Bridgewater Area 
Current 
Bridgewater State College Art Faculty Exhibitionthrough March 3 
at Framingham State College's Center Gallery. Hours: Daily lOam-
4p.m., Thursday 10am-12 noon. 
Current . 
Monet Unveiled; A New Look at Boston's Paintings, a special exhibit 
of works by French Impressionist Claude Monet at the Museum of Fine 
Arts through Sunday, February 19. 
Current 
Fourteen New England Photographers, an invitational exhibition 
of approximately 120 photographs can be seen at the Museum of Fine 
Arts,Boston, through April 16. 
Current H . - h'b' '. f 20-Rembrandt: Scene from the Life of Chrisi., an ex 1 ltlon 0 
etchings and drypoints depicting passages from. the New.Testament at 
:he Musuem of Fine Arts, Boston through April 19. 
Current ..... 
The Monarch of Europe, H an exhibit of original signed dicuments from 
the years 1490-1945. Muger Memorial Library 77l Commonwealth Ave., 
R()~ton (Boston University) through April 30. 
Current _ 
Laser Magic, a iaser concert and Louelight, an original three-act laser 
musical can be seen at the Charles Hayden Planetarium Planetarium at 
Boston's Museum of Science Laser Magic is performed 10 times per 
week: Thursday at 8:15 and 9:30, Friday at 9:30 and 10:45, Saturday at 
5:30, 8:15, 9:30 and 10:45, and Sunday at 5:30 and 8:15. Louelight is 
performed Thursday, Saturday and Sunday at 7 p.m. Tickets; Thursday 
$2.25, all other performances $3.00. For further information, call 723-4.5.8.6.... _, 
Current 
Vanities at Trinity Square Reperatory Co. Tuesday through Sunday 
eveinings at 8 p.m. through Feb. 5. For information and reservations call 
the box office at (401) 351-4242-- located at 201 Washington Street, 
Providence R.I. 
February 17 , 
A Night of 'Poetryfeaturin.s Jim Palana, at the Nero's Fiddle 
Coffeehouse. 31 Franklin St,Fall River. Doors open at 1:30 P.M., $1.50 
:Ionation. 
February 17 . 
Dave Mason and Bob Welch at the Music Hall in Boston, 7 and 10 
p.m. Ticket~: $7.50 and $8.50 at the Box Office, Out-of-Town, 
Strawberries and Ticketron. 
February 18 . . 
Santana and Eddie Money at the Music Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets: $7.50 and 
$8.50 at the box office. ,Out-of· town, Strawberries and Ticketron. 
February 23 
, . Freedom and Angelina, a. new musical drama about the life ·of 
Angleina 'Grimre Weld will open on February 23 for a six· week 
engagement at the Church of All Nations, Tremont Street, Boston, All 
performances ar.e free. Performances· will be Thursdays and Fridays at 
8 p.m., Saturdays at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. For more 
information, call 266-0099. . 
February 24 
Barry Brown and Lee Fortierat the Nero's Fiddle Coffeehouse, 31 
Franklin St., Fall River. Doors open at 7:30 p.m., $1.50 donation. 
February 24 . 
Robert Eshback , violin with Vytas Baksys, piano, Program to include 
Bethoven,SonQta for Piano and Violin in F major,Op. 24; Bach, Sonata 
for Violin Alone in G Minor, BWV100l; Quincy Porter,Second Sonata 
for Violin and Piano. Friday, Brown Hall (N.E. Conservatory), 8 p.m. 
February 
February 27 
Frank Wallace, guitar. Performance of Hans Wuner Henze, Temptos 
and Fragments from Kummemusik 1958; Benjamin Britten,Songs of the 
ChineseEnriquey de. Vaiderr abano Hinzo Mudarra, Songs with 
uihuela.Sue Robbins, vocal soloist. Jordan Hall (N.E. Conservatory), 
Mond?y, 8 p.m. 
Marcn 2 
Harry Chapin at the Music Hall. Tickets $7.00 & $7.50 . 
March 3 . 
The Outlaws and Sea Levelat the Orpheum, 8 p.m. Tickets $ 7 :50, and . 
$6.50 at. the box office, ticketron, Out-of-town and Strawberries. 
'March 5 -
The New England Conservatory's Piano Faculty Redtalseries 
. present~ Lois Shapiro, at 8 p.m. in Jordan Hall. Admission is free. 
TUNE IN· TO WBIM 
91.5·FM 
our cellegeradio st~tion! 
starring Sidney Portier 8 
Mon. Feb. 20 at 6:30 in S.U. Auditorium R 
VERY CHEAP PRICE § 
only lOCI: with LD. 25<1: public' ~ ~.".....-...... .-..r..r ....... ,.....r .............................. -..r ......... .-.................. ..e~ ........................ .-........................ ,...J"..r../".....o---..". .. ..... .("~~..J, 
:M 
• 
.Arts Club Meeting 
The Arts are alive and well at 
B.S.C. 
The following is a report of items 
discussed at the last Arts Club 
meeting. 
The first and most important item 
concerns attendance. We, the 
officers of the Arts for All Club, 
cannot stress enough the 
importance of member attendance 
at these meetings. Last semester a 
great many people showed interest 
in getting our worthwhile club off to 
a good start. WHERE ARE YOU? 
The officers alonp cannot be 
-eJ{pected to run the entire schedule 
of" 'events alone! We would 
'appreciate it if members would 
attend our weekly meeting on 
Tuesday at 11 :00 in the Art Building 
Seminar Room. For anyone 
intere~ted in becoming a new 
member, please contact Jo 
Champoux at ext. 351, Wood Hall 
or Lori Walsh at ext. 381, Pope 
Hallor come to our next meeting. 
An item of particular interest 
concerns the exchange exhibit 
between BSC Art Faculty and 
Framingham State College Art 
Faculty. The BSC F acuity will be 
showing their work at Framingham 
State College Center Gallery, from 
Feb. 6 - March 3, 1978. A variety of 
media WIll be shown. 
Here at BSC, in' the Art Building 
Gallery, Framingham's Faculty will 
be showing their works form Feb. 
14-March 10, 1978. A collection of ' 
paintings, drawings, graphics, 
pottery and some collage will be 
shown. All were don by 
Framingham'sArt Faculty which 
include Steve Durkee, Dept. Head; 
Arthur Mazmanian, James Eng, 
Jean Sullivan, T eri Priest, and Hera. 
Please note: The Art Club Exhibit 
which was scheduled to be shown 
Feb. 14-28 in the S.U. Gallery has 
been postponed until further notice. 
Be sure to watch out for signs 
stating dates and times for a series 
of Art Films tentatively scheduled 
for this semester. Films shown will 
include: "From Dada to 
Surrealism", "Ballet by Degas", 
"Impressionists", and "Genius of 
Turner". All of these movies are free 
of charge and open to everyone. 
Our officers this semester are: 
Sue Pittendreigh, President; John 
Goldonowicz, Vice-President; Lori 
Walsh, Secretary; and Jo 
Champoux, Public Relations. If you 
have any questions please contact 
one of the above and we will try to 
help you. 
*' rl wat r 
Calendar 
Current 
During the month of February, there will be an exhibit of photography 
at the' Bridgewater Public Library by Dr. Robert A. Daniel of 
Bridgewater. 
February 16 
"The Dougherty Sisters and Uncle Sid"S.U. Rathskeller, 7 p.m. 
February i7 ' '" , 
Mark ~arsons at the Coffeehouse 8:300 rn 
February 18 . 
Program Committee Children's Films-- 'The Daydreamer" S.u. 
Auditorium, 2 p.m. 
February 20 
Program Committee Film ~'A Patch of Blue," S.U. Auditorium, 6:30 
. p.m. 
February 21 
Creative Dance Club will hold its regular meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 21, 
'at 6 p.m. 
February 21 
Program Committee Coffeehouse-- S.U. Formal Dini9 Room, 7 p.m. 
February 22 ' 
Afro-Am. Society sponsors a Fashion Show and Dance Troupe .. S.u. 
Aud., 7 p.m. 
February 23 
Program Committee sponsors Rat film-- "Ski Party" 
February 24 . 
Program Committee presents 'The Gong Show" and disco 
February 25 
Program Committe Disco in the Rathskeller 
........... ~ .. ~ .............................•.. 
The Bridgewater State College Mann Auditorium. Vue to 
Ensemble Theatre wishes to unforseen circumstances we were 
apologize to all those who expected unable to post a cancellation notice. 
to see "The Far East Rug Co. "in We sincerely hope we didn't cause 
performance on Feb. 3 at Horace too much of an inconvience. 
,Moon ,fj'eist 
COmiJlg 
by Donald S. Capen 
The Bridgewater State College 
Children's Theatre will present an 
original space fantasy, "The Moon 
.Heist" on March 9-15 in the Student 
Union Auditorium. 
The play, written and directed by 
professor Robert S. Barnett of the 
, Division of Creative Arts, deals with 
a fiendish plot to steal the earth's 
moon. by aliens from the planet 
Sayzar. The play is Prof. Barnett's 
second chidren's production to be 
presented at B.S.C. His first play 
"King Cole and the Countr~ 
Witches" was a successful musical 
which has recently been published. 
Included inthe cast of "The Moon 
Heist" are Tony Mastrorilli and 
Rich,ard'CamUSo as "Jayand Jay 
Jones," Br<;ld Crave,n as .the "Red 
'LeadEl(; 6f Sayzar, and many 
others. ,.The, ,en:tire, cast is also 
involved with' a course, entitled 
Topical Studies in Children's 
Production giving those involved 
the opportunity to work on all 
aspects' of the show. 
Performances are March 9,10 and 
15 at 10 a.m., and March 13 and !Il at 
10 a.m. and I p.m. 
Admission for all performances 
is 7511= per person or 45q:: for groups 
of twenty or more. The play is 
geared for all ages. 
F or information and reservations 
call ext. 213 or 247. 




, At 'the Cuervo distillery its almost as if time has stood still. .. . 
Our Blue Magueys are nurtured by hand, picked by hand, 
andcarr£edJo the ovens by hand, as they have been since 1795. 
It is this continuing dedication to tradition that m.akes 
Cuervo Gold special. A ny way you drink it Cuervo Gold will 
bring you back to a time when quality ruled the world. 
Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795. 




Top: "I know I left my car 
around here somewhere ... 
insists Becky Dow. Middle: 
Tom Luby, Ann Hackenson, 
and Barbara Cawlina demQ-
cratically decide who will 
shovel and who will supervise. 
Bottom: Some intrepid 
students still found their way 
to mass on Ash Wednesday. 
Many of us gave up dry streets 
for· Lent. 
So, It doesn't snow li~ 
TheBli, 
of 1~ 
by Jean St. Andre 
According to Dean Wallace Ander~ 
cancelled last week because of the snow 
up at any time barring any further canc 
On. Anderson cited the reasons for this 
because of the longer semester the colle~ 
its schedule. Second, because BSC's sc 
Wednesday-Friday, and Tuesday-Thurs 
missed 2 classes of each course. 
Anderson noted the difficulty in arrangi 
classes could be made up. Extending the, 
or June could cause problems and inter I 
aWaY a week's vacation could eause;prol: 
concerning vacations; and a third possibll 
Saturday - could cause problems with ~ 
weekend. Realizing the above prolJlems, 
best to simply absorb the 4 days that WI 
A problem, however, may aris~ in 
Students in Massachusetts public school 
up these lost days either, causing a po~ 
teachers must acquire a certain numb 
certification requirements, special arr 
arranged. Details of how this problem wi 
this time, but Dr. Anderson feels that 
problem will be announced by the end 0 
:; like it used to, huh? 
.iz-zard 
.978 
Anderson, Academic Dean, classes 
e snowstorm will not have to be made 
:t1 cancellation of classes. 
for this decision as the following: First, 
ecollege can absorb the lost days into 
,C's schedule is set upon a Monday-
-Thursday basis, students have only 
:n-ranging a suitable period when these 
ng the academic year further into May 
d interfere with summer jobs. Taking 
:le;problems with students and faculty 
Jossible solution - going to school oh 
5 with students who have jobs on the 
111ems, the Administration "decided it 
that were lost"; Anderson stated . 
. sE!in regards to student teaching. 
school systems do not have to make 
9 a possible problem. Since student 
number of teaching days to meet 
ial arrangements will have to be 
rlem will be solved is still unknown at 
Is that a statement concerning this 
~end of the week 
Top: Two women. come to the 
startling conclusion that this 
MIGHT· not be their car. 
Middle: You'd thi-nk Fr. Joe 
would . have a little more 
influence in the weather 
department ... or maybe HE 
felt· we deserved a little 
vacation. Bottom: BSe 
students have never been at a 
loss to find alternative 
transportation. (By the way, 
ski conditions were good to 
excellent.) 
8 THE COl\lMENT FcbruClry 16, 1973 
for sale 
1976 Honda CB 125, 1700 miles, excellent 
condition. Blue with visor and· saddle bags. 
Perfect for a beginner. 100 mpg. $500.00. Call 
ext. 229. 
Save $1.00 with this ad. 10·4 CB necklace with 
double chain. Wear long or short. Outer 24". 
Inner 18". Two styles: Romantic heart and 
Lovers Bar. Please specify which. $9.95 tax 
included. $8.95 with this ad. Send money order 
to: M.J. Caron, 327 Tremont St., Taunton, 
Ma. 02780. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 
Reel to Reel 4 track tape player/recorder. 
Includes 2 microphones. 2 .)peakers· asking 
$250.00. For information contact Dam in 225 
Durg'in Hall,after 8:00 pm. 
Yamaha Electric Guitar. Solid body with 
sunburs.! iinish, has 2 pickups, Ej>cellent action 
with case, nice guitar, S110. If interested drop 
by at 112 Spring Street (near Maria's) in good 
01' Bridgewater after 4:00 on second floor. Ask 
for Mark 
USED SKI EQUIPMENT: Pair of Blue 
T rappeur Ski Boots size 7 Womens, 
Northland Skis (750) Red. white & blue with 
step-in Douvre Bindings with safety straps. 
Good condition! Asking $70 for everything. 
Will sell separately or altogether. Call 697-
7567. 
Top of the line Model 3520 Craig FM Cassette 
car stereo -12watts rms. Brand new $135 firm. 
Call Kevin at 335-4996 after 9 pm. 
housing 
Wanted roommate to share apartment ~vith 
two other girls. Rent is $75 per month. heat 
included. Close to schooL Call 697·6768. 
SUBLET 5 room apartment available, Feb, 1st 
to Aug, 31st. Partially furnished 2 bedrooms, 
full bath, dining area, living room, kitchen, air 
c.9nditioni1)$, li1.U1)clt~t89l'l1~ ,pop,,>c:t)Jb I-!iluse" 
amplepar'King, mainten'ahce'fi-ee. $300.dOper • 
month including heat. 10 minute walk to 
college, Cull 697·8739 anytime and keep 
calling, Location Waterford Apartments. 
Quiet dean room $25.00 per week, on Burrill 
Ave. 45, Bridgewater, Please (:aIl697-6464 any 
. time from 10 am to 6 pm, Bedbureau and desk 
in room. You bring linens and towels. 
Need a place to live while going to school? We 
are seel,ing a female roommate to share a 
bedroom with ~nother female.5 room modern 
apartment, club house, sauna. tennis courts, 
pool, etc. $75 rent per month and phone. 15 
minute walk from school. Call 697~3222 
anytime! 
ride/riders 
Will be traveling to' Georgia 6v~r the March 
intersession. Atlanta area. Need ride/ridersto 
share expenses all or partway, maleorfemale. 
Undetermined length of stay, pos~ible ride 
back before the start of classes in late March. 
Call Jim at 697-2654 or Larry at 378-7387. 
Hey man - You want to get lucky? We have the 
once in a lifetime deal. We've got one outlet for 
sale for the cheapest price. She is one wild and 
swinging American girl equipped with her own 
pro Keds. Watch for more details! 
Mark T., You better study hard this semester. 
Keep away from Ray H. at those basketball 
games - He's a bad influence. I don't like his 
attitude. Happy Valentine's Day. Love, 
Joanne M. 
Sal-wal my pal, the count down is ~EUKIE MA 
LEEKA SHU BA DUKE". All my love, Puddie 
Top of the mornin' to ya Mr. 0'8. How do the 
46 countries look to ya from Bridgewater? 
You're right Irish Spring is made in Milwaukee 
dommage! What about a bath? A kiss on the 
cheek from the Prancin' p, 
To the Alcoholic: How's the vodka and pepsi? 
Who's wardrobe are you going to hit next? 
Why don't you try your own, Oh, we forgot 
you3re too fat to fit into yours!! Want to go for 
a ride down Pleasant St. - this time you can 
push!! See you in Canada if they let you in. 
Signed, the best part of the drug. 
To the guys who patrol the gym parking lot - I 
notice a lot of cars pass you by with only one 
person in it. I realize these must be your friends 
and I'd like to be one of them. If you won't let 
me be your Hfriend" I'm afraid I'll have to bring 
this situation to the attention of the authorities. 
Let this be "our" secret. You'll know I'm me 
when I stop to ask you for the time: Have we 
got a deal? Your new friend. 
To Hop-A-Long Cassidy, How is your anl·de?! 
Are your friends still in the closet? Do you want 
to go to York's? Ernie's treat! Oh! You're not 
hungry!!! Not for food anyway, huh? Progress 
report number 2. Oops, overslept again!! four 
and counting. Bye, two-thirds of the walking 
drug. 
To the toe dragging, mundge growers. When 
are you coming to New York. Don't forget the 
fangs, glasses and head gear. Remember, "No 
night cane!" SJM 
Erin and Rich. Thank YOll for a great weekend. 
Carolyn~ I hope you feel better, Remember "a 
IN'ink is not<d~!.1s a wink}' Sa'nd!l.:f~CimaJJi 
To Ginny from Walpole. the one who doesn't 
know any of my cousins. Here's your personal! 
You finally got one! 
Attention Seniors: last chance to appear in 
your 1978 YEARBOOK. The photographer 
will be returning on Feb_ 9, 10, 13 and 14. Sign 
up now in the information· booth. 
This isn't the usual one. I'm gonna squeaL 
To the gang that went to UncleSam's -It was a 
lot of fun -Maybe we can do it again sometime· 
like this Saturday night. (How 'bout it Fric?) 
P,S. NQs gustan los dos muchachos. P.S.S. 
Buenq to KD (the boob that dances with the 
BRICK) 
To Jean-Jean: If you keep seeing Gloria, you 
really will get the no-belly prize. Keep up the 
good work and from now on only one-half. 
hamburger for you. From a fellow inch 
watcher! 
To McDonaldoids: I want to take this 
opportunity to thank Jo. Do, Jean-Jean, Rob, 
and anyone else I forgot for allowing me to join 
this wonderful non·discriminating club, I will 
forever be hGnoied. Jo, Frank's fine. Denise 
. Rider needed, male or female, . to ~hare .': .. [: 
expenses for' a trip to Florida .. Leaving Ing~man: I got Ybui-rrl~s~ag~: Did'')t'come'by 
February 17, headed for West Palm Beach- "carrier pigeon"? NOv.(,tht\n.kry9..ww~.?<tshould 
Fort Lauderdale area. Call Julie at 584-5133. I do? Let's leave it up to Y04r~imag\nation! 
. . . . . ,..... • . . . . • What 'makes yqu think the other guyS bother,. 
r need sorrie~nel£hotdri\le~a:;caf,fiom~OOtdh":':· me'? po they bother You??? I'll ~W'ait all your 
or North J~uin~1/ ~r ~iI'!cy;~:t;,erter!::. My. ans~rs next week. Be sure to haJeso'mebody 
claSSeS ·st~rti~f"l:l-an~'endpl.t'5~~ry d~?~~'c:irbtejtso I can find!t! BUCKf;TLADY 
except T\J?$da!l; Will pay gas, Call Suzette at·:· .-:-' l-;,.;:..{....;':.-..,.,-_______ --'-__ _ 
1-328·6791. Happy 21st Jean. Love, Barb, Sheryl, Deb 
personals 
Michel and Mark of 4th and 'Sth floors, Happy 
and burnt out 19th birthday from the 4th floor, 
boys, 
To Candle Woman: [ need you so badly. 
Remember I'm larger than the candle. 
GO· FOR: What times at BSC! J.B. powerful. 
Meet Kano, wiped out. How are your eyes? 
Reefer in the refrig. Posters falling off the wall· 
where's the dog? Sneaking out in a,m. GO· 
FOR. P.S. Happy Birthday - hope it's a good 
one. 
Love is patient and kind, love is not jealous, or 
conceited, or proud; love is not ill-mannered, 
or selfish or irritable; love 'does not keep a 
record of wrongs, love is not happy with evil, 
bllt is happy with the truth, Love never gives 
us, its faith, hope, and patience never fail. Love 
is eternal. 1 Cor. 13:4·8 
Jane, Sorry for the bother I've been to you. 
RiSk 
In response to lost wizard. There is a new 
wizard that was flown in from the land .of 
castles and grapes. I am in need of an assident 
for performing the rites of magick. You can 
tell who the wizard is by looking for the man 
with two different colors of eyes and the mark 
of Frankiestiens on his right ,hand. Magus 
Vortex 
To my Honey Ski Bunny! Happy Feb. 4th! I'm 
glad I was so. forward! Thank you. for 
everything! I've never been so happy!...can't 
wait to lose another week!! By the way it's OK 
with me if you redecorate as long as you don't 
damage the furniture! Love, ya, Your Ski Fox! 
Attention, to the siCk puppy table. What's sup. 
Remember Philosophy? Who could forget. Is 
the number five sleeping G.M.? If not, could 
you give it a pill to sleep, Till next time. 
Warnock 
1-2:;,;::1 h3SS~eS? T ..l;:'t? 3C·.!3tita.ge of SC;.; Lega! 
A!d T!J25dil~!S and ';i./f:cnesd3~f'5 froT. i.e am to 
:3 pm. ~Sign sheet Ci'.Jtsicie SG.~ off~ce. 
Roses are red, Vio:ets are blue, Here's to the 
sick puppy table, I really dig you! Warnock's 
Cupid 
To Ronnie and Paul: Where DID John spend 
that Saturday night?? For the untold story, 
wait nine months! G.K 
To Ann T., Vacation cometh. So doth the Ice 
Man? Pourquoi? The Velveteen Rabbit 
This goes out to the party· giver on the ~h 
floor. You look so CUTE in your white robe! 
So what's gonna happen over at Scott? What's 
gonna happen up the hill? See ya around - for 
sure. Signed: You MUST know who! 
Joan: Brown eyes may never lie, but blue eyes 
never falter...they·re always beautiful. This 
whole bet thing will stay our little secret, OK? 
Brown eyes 
Many thanks to everyone who kept me from 
going bananas from "Close Encounters of the 
Lamp Kind", including Charlie, Vicki, Karen, 
Tracy's coat, and the police and firemen who 
responded so quickly. ·Michele Menard 
MIL TON- Remember our hearts are never 
broken, our thoughts are never alone, our 
laughter is never silent, our tears are never un-
noticed, our love and friendship' is never 
ending - as long as we have each other. Love, 
Roomie 
To Elinor - After speaking with Lillian it is clear 
that Julia would never do such a thing. My 
dollar please. P.S_ You can't argue with print. 
To my "Mr. America"; Thanks for putting lip 
with me as long as you did. You deserve credit, 
but you're still my Valentine. Keep the 15 
bucks as a going away present. You already 
know this but. .. Be aware, for those vi-ties are 
deadly! Take care of Hermie and Charlie H. 
and your drip. See you around - mayve. Love, 
Bird 
To the new wizard: In response to your ad for a 
wizard's magick assistant, i would like to apply 
for the jov. My qualifications are as follows: I 
am willing to act like a lunatic in public and am 
a member of the infamous McDonaldoid cult. 
To John B. in my Bio cia!;s: (The John B. that 
wouldn't look like Yule if he shaven his head). 
Your:,green sweater drives me wild!!!! Only 
kidding. Hope you and your girl have a Happy 
Valentin¥s pay. Luv, J &J in your BIO class. 
:: . ,". ~.'.. -, 
~3rcr fj 'e Halt -Here's your first letter, 
from the heart of London, What an experience 
this has b.een· (&' we've just arrived). Never 
made it to Times Square. Got invited to live in 
Pa'ris by a pilot we met in N.Y., Russia sounded. 
more intriguing (some German'guy told us it. 
was anyway). N.Y. has a great subway system. 
Say hello to all. Eat your hearts out! Caron & 
Jean 
Douglas, Mike (our two very own MALE 
McDonaldoidsl, We hope that Mike will stay 
with us for the remainder of the semester. We 
hope Douglas will become lunier than last 
semester. We love you both. Happy 
Valentines Day: Love, DK, JM, RA,KM. DP, 
LM. andJD 
To L~slie and Riehle -Congratulations on your 
engagement. May you both have a long and 
happy life together. Love, LBM 
YES!-·-It's definite! Sadie Hawkins and 'Lil 
Abner are here for sure!--Friday night, April 7 , 
lat, the Lantana Ballroom in Randolph---a 
!roast beef dinner--·dance all night·--guys bring 
'your gal-.-or gals bring your guy---This will be 
the semi-formal' that you11 be sorry if you miss 
it·--Guaranteed a night to 'treasure. Watch for 
further details or contact any Class of '79 
officers. 
To Rick \-\.Iith th~z orange ski jacket and his 
friend Gary. Just '.,anted 10 sa~' Hi. C and C 
To S,G.,,-Thanks for being such a good fr:end 
lVhe~ I reaUy needed one. nl aiways remember 
your thoughtfulness and vi!! be glad to return 
rthe lavor if you're ever in need. You're a great 
guy!! Love, Teary eyes 
Attn. ~Physjes" Girls or specifically 
"BeautiEuIB" - If there was something 
worthwhile to look at maybe we would_ Take 
off the fake name of Beautiful B and call 
yourself Boring B. Love & Kisses, Gorgeous 
G. P.S. Happy Valentine's Day 
J.D.--When you're down and troubled, and 
you need some loving care, And nothing, 
nothing is going right. Close your eyes and 
think of me, And soon I'll be there, to 
brighten up even you darkest nights. You've 
got a friend!! Love, PlIgsley 
To Sue, Leslie, Judy, Mary, Debbie, Anne and 
the rest of the gang---Even though you love my 
"story hours" I'm so happy to have such 
excellent friends to tell them to. Thanks for 
sticking with me through thick and thin. I 
don't know what [ would do without your 
understanding and trust. You're the best 
f;iends anyone could have! Love, Joanie 
Tiggs, Thank you for listening the other night. 
When I was upset and needed someone to talk 
to, you were there. Thank you. It meant a lot to 
me. 
To Jean and my future brother-in-law, Gary. 
Congratulations on your engagement. I know 
you will have a super marriage and a happy life 
together, I love you both. Congratulations 
again, to two excellent people whom I'm glad 
to have in my family. Love, Joan. 
Marcie - I thought I'd gotten away with 
skipping one day of exercises. But what else 
are friends for? Thanks for Wed. nite. It was 
great!. Nasin, B. 
Congratulations Anne for representing BSC 
so well at the state swimming meet. We're so 
proud of your 3 first places. Keep it up - show 
them at the New Englands! Good luck_ Nora 
and Tish 
Robin: seven-fifty isn't much for a friend. Some 
cost upwa~ds of ten dollars! Of course this one 
looked a·b·it worn, but used fri,ends can turn 
out to be a real bargain. How much do you 
thinksol1)ething like Joe would run you?You 
Q~ t an estimate! How's .thi\t concept? 
.511a a ." ", :'~.;, 
Hey John P. Brenner, What does the P stand 
·for in your name? You say publicity, we say 
petite! Sorry you're so lonely this quarter but 
it's half over. Have you been to McDonald's 
lately? Beware of people who horn in. We hope 
that s'omeday we can finally' get together. 
Happy V.D. to you and Rob. You guys are 
great friends. D.C. on the Rocks. 
M & M (the cute scorer at the gymnastics 
meet), You did a fine job and the team thanks 
you, my sister th~nks you, my dad thanks you 
and I thank you· Love, your math tutor 
P.S. - I'm sorry when I cause you heartaches, I 
worry because lLove You! When we're apart 
we live in silent unspeakable memories ... 
Jhanks for all the love you show me. You're 
my inspiration, Yours for Life & Loving, 
Chinny XOXO 
To the frash with two-toned glasses: We 
strongly suggest that you stay away from a 
certain senior Psych major who you want to 
take to McDonalds or your face will match 
your glasses - two-toned!! Get our drift? 
Sigiled, Friends of KB.is 
To Erin, Leslie, Kathy, Sharon and the Gang. 
Thank you for making my 19th birthday an 
enjoyable one. I don't know what I would do 
without you guys. Love,Chds 
. To: A.M. & Mh.C. That was a cute personal 
you wrote last. week. Bqt if youthink,:I'm 
kidding, just wait and 'see! You'lI'never know. 
who my next victim ~ighf be!! Love, Lizzie To Linda Webster, Happy birthd~y,I hope~/Ou 
Borden (Alias "Bridget 5.") P.S.: A.S. better' had a great birthday and I wishyouthebestfor 
watch out too!!' yoti'r t~enti~~:, J;ust remell\ber..whether I'm at 
home. in' E;uiope 'or rightdpwfl the str~et that 
I'll always love and miss'yoi,t .9abe .. Love, Riche ,T p my 2nd roommate, Don't worry, we'll find 
someone for you! Just give us a little time; 
Maybe J.S. will respond to your wishes. If that 
doesn't work· we'll try something (one) else. 
Signed, Your permanent R.M. 
To the "Corn Queen", Stop by my room (226) 
and you can -Make it corn, make it com, make 
it corn, make it corn! But please do not cut it 
down! Qh, the pain! ~ .~ I5!rls. 
Sunshine, Everyone knows how hard it wa,s for 
meta think of the words to write. I guess 1I0ve 
you! Sums it all up. The Kid 
0_ . 
Denise, As you know this observation was 
suppose to be in last weeks is!jue, but as the 
saying goes better late than never. HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY!!!! Don' forget to shake it up. ME 
$ 
To my RM -I don't know about you! Are plants 
really that interesting? NFor sure for·sure" she 
said. 'We were discussing the finer points of 
the sex life of plants. N Can they get bruises on 
their necks? 111 kill him. Let's go gooking Sat. 
Good luck with old blue eyes. Love, The HQ 
ODE TO BSC "LITTLE GIRLS": Come MOCCTB - where is the wood connection?, 
freshman year' you girls chose this school. the sign oUhe pin, happy birthday nancy, is 
Sdme witty and pretty but most !?nobbishly duldunes still dull?, sorry about the mis up on 
cooL The second year seemed year no better friday nite, the over nite guest, kemo i hope 
as you chilishly played High School and passed you enjoyed friday, don't forget where wood is, 
a letter. Junior year you surprised us all, we' let's go to Larry's, who was gonna get married, 
finally realized you wanted to--But the seniors 'our tennis is something special!, that's all for 
take the' cake and show everyone they're on now, Bye bye, Love the over the'hill gang 
the make. This is to those little girls who think 
,they have it right, who want us and gawk at us Happy Birthday to you Tim Hickey_ Happy 
for their famous "one night";·" 21st. 
I· 
To m,' favorite ski !::lunn~,'! Happy (blated) 
Feb. 5th it '.I:as great to spend a fee..' hours 
alone without the "kids"! B!' the way ... it's fine 
v:ith me if you redecorate ... as long as you don't 
damage the furniture. It could pur a damper on 
our wrapping sessions. I Love You more than 
chocolate chip ice cream .... "Mary" 
T.J., P.J. and Craig: What's wrong with being 
a little overweight? We can't live on salads and 
water the rest of our life. Where did my cheese 
curls, potatoe chips, and cookies go? Can't we 
have a pizza at Ralph's, just tonight? How can 
we forget the Tuborg God, is beer fattening? In 
that case I resign. I'm hungry let's get 
something to eat! Signed, the last of the 
honest dieters. 
To Cathy and Gina: How's the Pink Panther? 
A little bent out of shape? Give him a rest! And 
no more whoops! On your bed, Gina! Love, 
Mart 
Jane & Stephanie, you must be fwo of 
Fitchburg's most prized citizens! Hapy 
Valentine's Day! And thanks for making this 
school year so good! Love You! Your Scituate 
"Amie" 
Joan, Were you P.C_ 2/11/78 evening or what? 
6 for 6 at the line! Good job!. Has your bed 
been short-sheeted lately? Stay out of snow 
ban kings -- it's a good way to catch cold. Guess 
who. P .S. It's not too bad having you 'round as 
a roommate, just don't scurry! 
Spaulding, Do you have a first name? Have 
you helped newspaper any blind people in their 
room lately? I let you win all those games of 
pool against me cuz r want you to come visit 
me .. I figure if you lost all the time you'd stop 
coming to visit! Darlene CaroL .. you're pretty 
good at this 'Lent thing' you know. Little kids .. 
adorable, aren't they? Roll around on top of 
cars lately? (2/11/78) Darlene . a word of 
advice - you really shouldn't roll around in 
snow banks - they're bad for your health! 
Signed, Bink! 
Roomie, hi. I still don't think we've stopped 
beating on each other! After all, if we didn't 
beat on each other, we wouldn't get along! We 
can still try though,O.K? o.k. Find any paper 
, in your bed lately? Can you breathe under 
those covers? Happy Valentine'sDay. Roomie 
Bones, boy - you're a grouch, grou~h, grouch· 
but good job at the game the other night. 100% 
and she almost didn't get 3 out of 5 in practice -
I guess you can take the pressure. You're a 
good little sister even though you did get 
smashed the other night. You better do well 
Thursday ... you're whole fan club will &e here. 
Don't roll in too many snowbankslBigsister. 
Tigger, I hope you're feeling better. Do your 
exercises, 'CHUBBY'. Tiggs, we're gonna 
have to stop chasing Spaulding all around the 
bunding when she gets lo~ded! 'my WOman' .. 
poor Tiggs - sorry if we got you in trouble. Oh, 
this is a P,S. for Bails' personal: Put your hand 
in any Vaseline lately, Piglet? Ha Ha. Bye. 
Bink! 
Rugger, Your 21-stars still sh;;;e brightly to me. 
(1 hope they always will.). I add a heart full of 
love and gratitude for each of them. Love, your 
very own rebus writer. p.S. I'm glad I know my 
a,b,c's and d's. 
To Brian: In return for your beautious 
personal, we'd like to say "Thanx!" We think 
you're a good friend too - Does this personal 
meet your approval? Debbie & Leslie 
Cher, Thanks for being the friend you are - I 
won't apologize for Thursday night because I 
know you understand - sometimes better than 
I do. Y0U and the other third of the three 
stooges (Cuiley): Thanks for caring. Love you 
both. P.S. What are friends f9r? Wink! 
To everyone in Shop,! just want to th~nk you 
all for being you and thank God. for making us 
all a family, ~Il.children of the king. We have the, 
Igreatest gift of Love ever. Let'soot forget that.' 
I just want you to knoW I Iov~ you and pray for 
'all ~Iwa.ys, yout siSter· . 
" J 
Dear Denise, Tho~gh we don't always say it, 
we just want you to knOw that we really do 
appreciate all you do, €$pecially driving us 
every d~y. We love you! Thanks ever, "The 
,Carpool" 
To my roommate: Next time I'm upset in the 
middle of the night and want to party I know 
who to wake up. Thanks for being there. Riv!? 
Oh no, she must be bombed. Signed . Not 
Always Classy 
T_P.H. - Happy Birthday Tim! I hope it's the 
bestl'How's it feel to be so old? But then again 
you know what they say - you're as aiel as you 
feel...ya we can take a joke, but this time the 
jokes on you. Surprise! DLH 
miscellaneous 
Summer Jobs guaranteed or money back. 
Nation's largest directory. Minimum firty 
employers/state. Includes master application. 
Only ,$3.00. Sumchoice, Box 645, State 
College, PA., 16801 
~. ,.: 
VALENTINES 
To Robin, Happy Valentine, this is only the 
fourth time I've said this. P.S. Good luck with 
the first graders. Signed: Bittles P .P.S.S. Love 
ya. 
.. -------.:....--------
Kenny, just a short note to remind you how 
much you mean to me. I really enjoy the time 
we spend together. Thank you for all the times 
you make me smile. Most of all, thanks for 
being mine. Happy Valentine's Day. Love, 
Joan 
Mary, I couldn't afford a Valentine's Day Card, 
so I thought 1'9 write you a personal. Actually, 
I'm just not one for buying cards. You're a 
great person and a true friend to anyone you 
meet. Happy Valentine's Day! love, Joan. 
P.S. Keep smiling, and S.c. is like P.C. 
Patti, what can I say to y~u for Valentine's 
Day? I really don't know! You're an excellent 
friend whom I'm glad I met; even though you 
are from Clinton! ONLY KIDDING! Happy 
Valentine's Day! Looe Joan. P.S. Don't break 
your leg skiing. 
To Beth and Jean: Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love, Joan. P .5. Can't think of nothing else to 
say. Oh! ... Bink! 
To my roomie, Spaulding, Happy Valentine's 
Day, b.ut I still can't figure out why you don't 
play hoop! I guess it must be "personal", huh? 
. Love, your roomi~. P.S. Bad cold? Not witty! 
Tiggs, hope you're feeling better by the time 
you read this Valentine's. If not I'll make you 
soup (Not mushroom). The plague is the pits!!! 
Happy Valentine's Day. Love, the Rabbit in 
Red. 
Steve G. Happy Valentine's Day! love, the 
Rabbit in Red. P.S. Stay out of snowbanks 
during blizzards. 
Liz, We're out othere! Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love, Joan. P .S. Be real. 
Frank, Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Joan 
Stephen: The past three and a half months 
have been wonderful because of you. Thanks 
for caring and smile for me please. Happy 
Valentine's Day, Tiggs. 
Gary, Happy Valentine's Day! I'm psyched 
that I got to see you on that day. I hope you 
liked the poem I wrote. Just think, this is our 
first Valentine's Day together as fiancees! I 
love you. Signed, your little girl. 
John: Valentine's Day would neuer be the 
same if you we~en't my Valentine. We both 
know we don't need Valentine's Day to say "I 
laue you" but /,11 say it anyway, I Laue You. 
Thank you for always being there when rUe 
needed you. Happy Valentine's Day! Laue, 
always, Bet~ 
To I30b with the beautiful blue eyes. Here's 
hoping Cupid hits you with one of my arrows. 
Stay around campus more often on weekends. 
Maybe it can be Valentines Day the rest of the 
semester. Love to see you more often. 
Jim, You said you wanted it so I'm giving it to 
you. Time· will tell if the promise will be 
completed. Anyway, Happy Valentines Day. 
What are friends for anyway. Buffie 
To NJarN - Welcome to our humble carpool. 
Here is your long awaited personal.1t took you 
four years to get it but then again, you always 
were a little slow!! Enjoy your last semester 
here. You coulcn't have picked better people 
to enjoy it with! P.S. Would you be our 
Valentine?!?! 
Welcome to our club, Mike's. Remember club 
rules and act like a lunatic in public. Hope to 
see you next Friday. Baby Mac 
BUENO: To all my McDonaldoid friends (even 
though you are lunatics) so am 1. Signed, 
Capt.Hook of "The McDonaldoid Gang" 
(To: Sitting BulI- alias Dave: A busboy at 
Parkway. Happy Valentine's Day from all the 
BSC McDonalc;loids. Signed, "The 
McDonaldoid GangN!!!! P.S. Be nice to Patty! 
Robin, We wish you and Billy much love and 
happiness forever. Have a Happy Valentine's 
Day. From the faithful McDonaldoids. 
To all the ladies at SSC, (you know who you 
are) 111 be thinking of you all on Valentine's 
Day. Someone who cares. 
To the original male McDonaldoid (Douglas): 
Your harem wish you a Happy Valentine's 
Day. Signed, The Female McDonaldoids 
Happy Valentine's Day to my foolish hero. The 
flame of love will bum forever. 
.--_.- --'. ---------_ .. ----------; 
:Happy .. . ... : 
I ., , I 
: . Valentine s . i 
: .. ·Week!l ~-----~---~-------~---------~ 
Last Lecture Serie5] 
featuring I 
Dr. Thomas Curley § 
on 
Tuesday, February 21st at 7:30 pm 
, at the Catholic Center 
I The presentation by Dr. Curley will 
Ifollowed by refreshments and discussion. 
February 16,1978 The COMMENT 9 
To my Man, It's me! I praise God for three 
things. First I praise him because I am alive and 
very healthy and happy. Second I praise God 
for my wonderful family and friends who 
always care for me. Third I praise God that we 
found each other. Your love and caring is such 
an important aspect which makes me a 
complete person. All the new, old, exciting 
memories always brings smiles of joy to me, 
not only for a few months but for the 2~ years I 
have known you. Happy Valentine's Day, my 
one and only man! 
Tippy, bet you never had a personal before. 
What a tough weekend but I'm glad it's over 
and everything's back to normal. Just wanna 
send my love to you on Valentines day and to 
let you know I'm. always thinking about you. 
Guess Who? and no hints. 
Happy Valentine's Day to all the women 
D.C.E. workers along with women staff 
members of The Comment. Michael 
To Slippery Lips: Have any Friday night 
hours away? You are always sooo busy at 
night! Paint any "interesting figures" lately? 
Did you find your mountain grabbing gloves? 
Happy Valentine's Day! Root Root 
1'0 Prof. Liberles, Happy oom ti, ta on 
Valentine's Day from two closet 
McDonaldoids in one of your classes. P.S. We 
are not musically inclined. (you must know 
who we are now!!!!) 
Happy Valentines t Gail, Steph, Cheryl, 
Marty, Pam, Carol, Chris, Helen, Gretchen, 
Marlene, Cindy D., Ellen C., Debbie, Sharon, 
Mary Jane, Jean, Laurel. Sue C., Nancie, 
Mary Ellen, Sue, Maureen, Trish, Allison, 
Monique, Paula H. I'll Miss you after May 25th. 
XXX Love, Marc 
RC. Happy Valentine's Day. Thank you for 
making me so happy these past 10 months. I 
love you! Love, Your Yellow Button 
BROWN EYES: Happy Valentine's Day!! 
Heart-to-Heart .. .! like you lots! I want to thank 
you for my birthday dinner. looking forward 
to the Valentine's Mixer Thurs. nite. 
Remember, you promised me to dance. I 
realize now those brown eyes are really blue! 
Love, leslie 
DearT.W.lfs V.D. time and Ithink you're the 
GREATEST ever! Will you be my Valentine, 
Tom? love and Kisses, ??? 
Dear (temporarily·departed) feRow library 
goer, (i.e. between the floor and the ceiling), I 
hopes you are makesin it through the week ok. 
It's mus besta when there's not all this works to 
do huh? (M·hmm!) Happy Valentine's Day, 
Teach· (to da ducks too, but Not da ·cwabs"!). 
Love, An ez guess (WSSL) 
Good old friend of mine, I think you're weally 
weady for a nice (warm) vacation. As for 
hidden money . you'd better be kidding. It's for 
Ma Bell, not me! As always· thinking of you .. 
Have a Happy Valentine's Day. Love, A 
mastermind going bananas 
Marg, So you finally made it no more HSG but 
[ am SG. Congratulations. Just wanna say 
hope you both have a Happy V Day. Don't see 
you much this semester but I wish you luck. A 
friend 
Snookums: Happy 9 mths and 5 days! I've 
learned to take our love one day at a time (I 
think if I just lool<ed at our relationship on a 
monthly basis, I'd miss all the beautiful little 
things in between). After you fill one day with 
your love I know that tomorrow means we can 
start allover again. Thank you for loving me. 
You Know 1 love you. Happy Valentine's Day 
(our 1st!). All my love, All my life, "Rock" OX 
There is one very special group of friends here 
who HAVE to be the BEST possible! Who? 
They once formed' Durgin Hall's 4th floor 
"executive committee", though now some 
have moved to Scott, and new ones have 
arrived! I love you all! Happy Valentine's Day! 
Your own, "B.B." 
Everybody I love youl Everybody I do! Though 
your heart is an anchor, I need your love to get 
through. When I teU you I love you, you can 
be\ievetbat it.'sJrue; Everybody, 1 love you! 
Everybody, I do! Love, Stephen S. (}\.K.A. 
KMT) 
My Tigger Valentine: Seeing is believing and 
you are the one to love me, to hold me, I like all 
this fun_ We've been together, like a cage and a 
dove:T 0 you my Valentine, I give you my love. 
February 14th is the day to say Be my 
Valentine and we1l go all the way. I Love You, 
Blue Eyes 
Comflake, Thanks for always listening and 
being such a special friend. Happy Valentines 
Day! Love Always - Your Flakey Friend 
Bob S., We wish you a very Happy Valentine's 
Day! Lots·o-Love and good luck in your new 
room! Love Always· Denise and Maryanne 
To my "Character" from out by route 128 
under the power lines, So glad we drifted 
together. Though the seas have been rough 
and high, But as long as we're together, We1! 
reach that island by and by. Keep that beautiful 
smile coming. love, B. 
To my WOODTlCK- To let both you and the 
world know how I feel about you. Happy 
Vaientine's Day from your one-and·only. L. 
P.S. Never thought you'd get a personal, did 
you? 
To Mike "Conn", Congratulations. you are 
now legal in all states! Have a happy 21st! Wish 
we could have been there to 'help you 
celebrate! Hmmm ... wouid you be our 
Valentine? 
Sue M, I only can gaze at your beauty while 
sitting 'in those plush Union chairs. It's time 
you started moving around and noticing me. 
And yes, I will do anything you ask - just please, 
Be My Valentine. A Lonely Alpha Bro. 
Happy Valentine's Day, Mike 
To Dougie: Remember! Heat cannot flow into 
a cold body, or is it the other way around? 
Have aniceValentine'sDay. Take care. You're 
on parole, you know. Your Fellow Geologist! 
David, you don't know me well but we have 
met. I think you're a super nice guy. Have a 
nice Valentine's Day with your girlfriend. Wish 
I were in her place. you can't win them all. 
'Love, Me 
Dear Doug: I Wish I could be with you on 
Valentine's Day. i love your body. I'd love to 
seduce you. But I've got a boyfriend. Still, 
watch out because it's hard for me to control 
myself, you gorgeous.hunk! See you in English. 
Your Secret Lover -
Wojo . Happy Valentine's Day. Love - Me 
Dear Kathy, Are all girls from Sicily like you? I 
hope not. So you say you're not talking to me . 
Don't I have the right to know why? Well you 
can hate me all you want, I still think you're a 
nice girl and enjoy your company. Happy 
Valentine's Day. Love, Nedly 
Huwwo Edwward: I wuv your WegS. You are so 
pwetty. My adweniline wises every time 1 see 
your wovely Wiggle when you walk. [ hope 
cupid's awwow stwikes you so you will be my 
valentine. Twuly yours, S.S.M. P.S. 
HUWWO!! 
Jeff Marvelle - Happy Valentine's Day to my 
favorite Orientation leader! Hope Cupid is 
good to you today and always! Love ya, 
Orange Roses 
My Dearest Stephen: I would like to bestow. 
my sincerest Valentine's Day wishes towards 
you. Those sexy. see through eyes and that 
~innocent" smile are your visual assets, what 
else do VOl! have niding? lwould love to find 
out!? You can always brighten my day. Happyt 
Valentine's DeW. Lov ya, Me 
To Chris: I would like to wish you a Happy 
Valentines Day. You've proven that best 
things do "come in SMALL packages"! Happy 
Valentines Day. SLMark S 
Paul, Happy Valentine's Day Sweetheart!!! 
Love,Joanne 
Happy Valentines Day to Michele, Vicki, 
Karen, Joyce, Peg9)J, Donna, Joanne, Karen, 
Joyce. Roses are Red, Violets are Blue, I hope 
to make it with all of you. F.L. l 
To B.B.B .. 111 be so glad for next year. No 
more rides to school every day. Right now I 
have· one thing to say· go grab a mountain! 
Signed, "Friend" P.S. Happy Valentine's Day 
To my East Wing Rn, A special greeting just for 
you on Valentine's Day. Wonderful tonight 





1. The 10 spaces landed on the most 
in Monopoly: Illinois Avenue; Go; 
8&0 Railroad; Free Parking; 
Tennessee Avenue; New York 
Avenue; Reading railroad; ST. 
James Place; Water Works and 
Pennsylvannia Railroad. 
2. The thirteen guests at the Last 
Supper: (note: Jesus was NOT the 
host. An unknown host let them use 
the upper floor of his building.) The 
guests were, from Jesus' left-right-
Bartholomew; James the Less; 
Andrew; Judas Iscariot; Peter; 
John; Jesus Christ; James the 
Elder; Thomas; Phillip; Matthew; 
Thaddeus (Jude) and Simon Peter. 
3. The 131awyerswho never wentto 
law school: Patrick Henry; JOh11 
Jay; John Marshall; William Wirt; 
Roger B. Taney; Daniel Webster; 
Salmon P. Chase; Abraham 
Lincoln; Steven Douglas; Clarence 
Darrow; Robert Storey; J. Stromm 
Thurmond and JamesO. Eastland. 
Hist: Culver, Lythgoe 
Psych: Greenwald, Richards 
Human: Boyle, Ridloll, Delisle, 
Stanton, McGinnis, Judah 
Admin: Fanning, Chicarelli 
Math: D'Alarcao, Gleason 
Educ: Worden 
. P.E.:· Huber 
~-b"" ___________________________ _ 
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Bears nip Worcest"er 
Worcester: The Bears played just well 
enough to nip the Worcester State Lancers, 
76-72, this past Saturday night.Despite not 
being able to hold complete team practice 
because of the snow storm, the hoopsters 
showed signs of being sharp, mixed with 
flashes of basketball ignorance. It was the 
periods of ignorance that kept the Lancers in 
the game. 
, In the waning minutes of the game it was 
the famed North Carolina four comer offense 
and good free throw shooting which iced the 
game away_ With just three minutes to play in 
the game the Bears called time out and 
discussed the delay tactics. The strategy 
payed off as both Terry Riley and then Percy 
Cook hit clinching freethrows. 
Unfortunately, the Bridgew~ter US. 
Framingham State game had to be postponed 
this past Monday, it has been rescheduled for 
the February 28. 
RIM RAP; 
Mike Boyle led scor~rs with 18 points, Mike 
Chevey and Bill English also hit double 
figures. 
Up coming games ... at Salem State, 
.Saturday February 17. Home vs. S.E. Mass. 
University, Sunday February 18. 
Mike Cheney hits the boards. Home vs. Roger Williams, February 21. ,Mike Boyle drives past Boston player. 
Icemen keep trying ... 
by Candice Killion 
Bridgewater's icemen have yet to breaK 
an eleven game losing streak as in recent 
games they bowed to Boston State (6-4) ,the 
University of Connecticut (4~2),and 
Worcester State College (3·1). 
Whether it is because the team as a whole 
is firmly convinced that it cannot possibly 
win and thus doesn't,or if it is that the 
season is quickly coming to a close,(only 5 
games left),so that that skaters are looking 
to next season while becoming apathetic 
about preSent games,is unknown. What is 
known is that the pucksters are losing to 
teams to which they are far superior. The 
Boston State game, is an example of 
Bridgewater's apparent allergy towards 
winning. Although,the team got off to its 
traditional slow start,by the middle of the 
first period the Bears turned the heat on to 
score two goals withiFl four minutes. John 
Fisher tallied the first goal of the night on a 
pass sent to him by defensemen ,Tom 
Heaney ,and Jake McDermott rebounded a 
shot off the goalie's pads to score the 
second point. Boston managed to slip one 
by goaltender Jim Boduch at 18:51 to close 
the period -SSC 1, Boston 1. 
The second frame saw both teams score 
twice. McDermott got the period underway 
quickly for the Bears with an unassisted goal 
seventeen seconds into that stanza. Boston 
rallied for two consecutive points to tie the 
score. But BSC closed the period at 18:50 
when left winger McDermott put the go 
ahead point by the startled Boston goalie. 
'Hat trick 
It was Jake's third goal of the night,giving 
him his first hat trick of the season. 
Bridgewater never saw the lead again 
however, as their allergy flared up and BSC 
. Jake McDermott (left) scores hat trick in gamevs. Boston State and Ed Kiberd tallies only BSC goal vs. V.Conn. 
went scoreless throughout the third period ____________________________________________________ _ 
while Boston was able to tally three. The 
game ended with the score Boston-6, sence he .;.ras injured in the Salem State Worcester State College (WSC) hosted point total,while John Fisher has tallied 5 
Bridgewater-4. " 
The University of Connecticut (UConn) 
match-up played at UConn's outdoor rink 
was characterized by sub-zero 
temperatures, drunken hometown fans and 
a wild variation of the BSe skaters' 
uniforms, as hats,hoods,socks,and shirts 
were worn under helmets as players 
attempted to keep their ears warm. 
UConn took command early in the game 
scoring twice--once in the first period and 
again in the second··before the Bears could 
get themselves on the board. Ed 
, Kiberd,back in the line-up for the first time 
, 
. I! i I. I 
game,provedhisworthashefiredaslapshot the Bears in their most recent goals and 13 assists for his 18 points. 
past the Connecticut goaltender for the game,Monday. Due to a mix-up in The third period was shortened to 5 and 
Bears/first point. UConn scored once more scheduling,the Bridgewater team arrived at one half minutes -as the brawling Bears met 
to bring the second period to a' close with the arena 30 minutes late. Consequently, the Wrangling Worcester team. Following a 
the score, BSC-l,UConn-3. periods were shortened to 15 minutes long dubiously called major penalty for roughing 
as opposed to the usual twenty. Again,as in given to both BSC'sJack Hynes andWSC's 
The fourth UConn goal was scored at the Boston State bout,Bridgewater had the Rick Freeman,tempers were short. 
4:04 into the third period. BSC's second lead ,at the close of the first period. It was Thus,when play began,so did the fight which 
goal was tucked away thirteen minutes BSC's right winger Ed Kiberd who taHiedthe emptied both benches and ended the game. 
later ,when Ed Kiberd scored his second only BSe goal. John Fisher was credi'ted The final score being WSC-3, SSC.1. 
goal of the night to. bring the final tally with the assist. Bridgewater will be on the road,playing 
to,UConn-4, and BSC-2. Kiberd and Fisher are the top two in the Orono Maine this weekend facing the Black 
Boduch was in the net for the point scoring department for the present Bears for the second time this season. While 
Bears',stopping 54 of the lJCpnn shots on Bridgewater team. The 6'3" forward,Ed on Tuesday they will play in Schenectady 
net. . :. '. '. (, Kiberd ~O(l~t~ 17 goals and 10 assists for a 27 match against Union College at 8:30. 
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An excited and fired up -team of 
SSC gymnasts hosted a strong UConn team 
on Saturday, February 4th. Although 
Bridgewater showed tremendous 
improvement over its last meet (going from 97 
to 106 points) they just missed beating 
UConn as the final score 'read UConn- 107.4, 
Bridgewater- 106.46. 
The vaulting event was close as UConn 
edged BSC 29.54 to 29.30. Overall top vaulter 
was BSC's Sue Ganley scoring a record high 
of 8.07. Scoring in the sevens were Gail 
Anderson (7.03) and Sue Moore (7.87). Jean 
Laliberte despite a hard faU still managed a 
6.87 on a hecht vault. 
On the uneven parallel bars the 
Bridgewater girls had an excellent day as five 
out of the six competitors scored their all time 
high scores., Freshman Maria Scarpa led the 
team off with a 5.07. She was followed by 
Andie Haefling, who despite an injured foot 
managed to score a 4.2. Lynne Scott, Gail 
Anderson and Sue Ganley were the other 
BSC competitors scoring 5.43, 6.7 and 7.2 
respectivel y. 
On the balance beam UConn outscored 
BSC by three points, Ellie Francesconi was 
top performer scoring an 8.0 on a super solid 
routine. For Bridgewater Sue Ganley was top 
performer scoring 6.87. She was followed by 
Cathy Spillane (6.63), Nora Kenny, (6.53) and 
Lynne Scott, (6.07). Also performing were 
Gail Anderson and Jean Laliberte. Cathy 
Spillane should be especially commended for 
her fine execution on the beam. Cathy had 
been out earlier this season with a bad ankle 
and this was her first performance for the 
BSC team. 
. On the floor exercise, Liz DeVido scored a 
career high of 5.07. Liz has been working hard 
all season and I'm sure we'i1see that score rise 
even more! Liz was followed by freshman 
Mary Hutchins. Lynne Scott and Nora Kenny 
scored 6.7 and 6.6 respectively. Final 
competitor of the meet was Sue Ganley. Sue 
was top floor exercise performer with an 8.2. 
She was also the top all-around gymnast of 
the meet totaling 30.45 points. Second and 
third place all-around . gymnasts were 
UConn's Cindy Heneage and Nancy Fey. 
The meet was a tough loss for the team as it 
was so close, but Coach Daniels was very 
pleased with each girls' performance as the 
team total did improve. 
The team's next home meets will be Feb. 
7th vs. URI, and Feb. 14th vs. Northeastern 
University. Each of there meets will start at 
7:00. 
The team would like to thank all those who 
assisted in setting up equipment and in the 
general running of the meet. Special thanks to 
Betsey Keenan, Don Marson, Maryann 
Peabody, Maryellen Carney and Rick Odess 
the announcer. 
ed 
WATERVILLE VALLEY BARGAIN 
COLLEGE DAYS 
Waterville Valley Ski Area 
announces the very special things 
they do for college students who ski 
and for those who wish to learn to 
ski. 
Every Friday all season long 
except for February 24th, the full 
time college student with 1.0. can 
buy a $12.00 Adult all lift ticket for 
only $8.00, a full $7.00 lesson ticket 
for only 3.50 and get a full day of skis, 
. boots and poles rental package 
worth $10.00 for only $5.00. A total of 
$16.50 as compared to $29.00. 
Every non-holiday weekday that 
same college student can but that 
$8.00 ticket mentioned above or ~ if 
he's a beginner, he can buy a 
beginner lift ticket, a full class lesson 
and a full day of complete rental 
equipment for only $15.00. 
~atervi1le Valley is the best there' 
is at teaching be:. giners to ski, and at 
teaching good skiers to ski better. 
Visit Waterville Valley Fridays for 
big discounts or visit us any weekday 
to ski more for less. 
. Women Tracksters-
Dedication 
by Elaine Martin 
Well folks, we made it After bei~g Creedon had done, for before the storm, 
snowbound for a week, I honestly thought Mary had been running an average of 15 miles 
some of us would return to school bound in per day. To my surprise, she was running her 
straight jackets, but fortunately we: have all usual 15 miles throughout the storm. Mary, 
found some way. tomaintqin our sanity who ran in last years. Boston Marathon, is 
throughout this ordeaL.. . . ','now training for another twenty-six mile race. 
The trauma of the storm was felt especially Sounds like fun! 
hard by the members of our women's winter Karen Fleming and Kim Threadgold, who 
track team, as their two debut meets were live in Bridgewater, were fortunate enough to 
cancelled. This is the first year the girls ar~ find open roads, but "Running in that snow 
recognized under varsity status. They have as mu der" 0 th . 'bl d w r. nose ImpOSSl e ays, 
been holding outdoor practice sessions under Karen found running on stairways in her 
all weather conditions. However, this past apartment building the only other alternative, 
week's storm kept most of these persistent while the other tenants felt it was not one of 
ladies stranded indoors. How do you suppose her better ideas. 
" a person with an obsession to run, reacts 
when they are unable to fulfill this need? Our sprinters Liz Pitts, Patty Deveraux, 
Myself, I went through "rapid mental Carol Roberts, Mary Johnson, Patty Feeley, 
deterioration. By the second day of the storm, . and Catherine Johnson came back crying 
I was convinced that it was a Communist plot. about their loss of practice. Our shot putters 
The Russians invented a weather machine, Janice Knox, Elaine Levesque, and Karen 
and were .. .I guess boredom led me to read Wilson, and our long jumper Linda Clough 
too many "National Reviews". Coach Arnold were equally dismayed. A new distance. 
decided to make the most of the adverse runner, Marcia Benoit, has joined the ranks. 
weather conditions and substituted cross- Marcia also ran this past fall for the cross-
country skiing for his daily five mile runs. country team. 
Vicki Klenk's dedication led her out to do Fortunately, the whole team has finally-
her running in the storm, but the police of her made it back to school, disregardil'lg their 
town directed her back home; it seems there mental well being, their enthusiastic attitude 
was a ban on running! \ to get back to practice, promises us a bright 
I was quite anxious -to find out what Mary future for their upcoming meets. 
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IMjREC News 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE ALPHA WILD 
PIGS-THE 1978 ALL-CAMPUS INTRAMURAL 
BASKETBALL CHAMPS 
COMING UP ....... CAMPUS-WIDE BASKETBALL 
FREE THROW CONTEST 
DATE: TUESDAY, MARCH 7th 
TIME: 7:30pm.-9pm. 
WHERE: KELLY LARGE GYM 
FOR WHOM: ALL STUDENTS, FACUL TV, and 
STAFF WELCOME TO COME AND SHOOT-NO 
ENTRY FORM REQUIRED 
all men and women intercollegiate basketball 
players are ineligible. " 
DIVISIONS: MEN INDIVIDUALS 
·WOMEN INDIVIDUALS 
MEN' TEAM (4maies) 
. WOMEN TEAM (4females) 
.You may ent~ras an individual or member of a 
team .. NOTB.OllH'i 
, "c "" :~:.. ,'; i 
SCORING:" ·INDIVIDUALS .. HIGHEST ·TOTAL 
POINTS OUT OF 25 CONSECOTIVE:!TRIES 
TEAM-HIGHEST TOTAL POINTS OUT OF 100-
(EACH TEAM MEMBER SHOOTING 25) 
-AWARDS: EACH DIVISION WILL'RECIEVE 
CHAMPIONSHIP IMT-SHIRTS 
. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
· FROM IMjREC COORD. 109 INFO ALSO 
POSTED ON BULLETIN BOARD IN KELLY GYM 
· MAIN LOBBY 
eEL TICS vs NEW ORLEANS JAZZ 
Friday, March 3, 1978 Boston Gardens 
· $5 tOO per 'person includes ticket al)d 
transportation ' 
Sign",ups.across from Bookstore February 21-22nd. 
Candy Kllion - IMjREC Cood. 
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The Panama Canal: Part 2 
In 1963 Violence Subsided 
by Peter Taylor 
In 1922, the U.S. and Columbia 
exchanged ratifications of the 
Thomas-Urrutra Treaty, which had 
been previously signed on April 14, 
1916. In this treaty Columbia 
recognized the U.S.'s "exclusive 
right of title to Panama Canal Zone. 
The sit~ation remained largely 
status quo until,- fourteen years 
later, the first of several treaties, 
that redefined and renounced 
certain rights of the U.S. and 
Panama, was signed. This Treaty of 
Friendship and Cooperation served 
also to increase the annual annuity. 
payments to $325.000. In 1936. 
another treaty, which referred to 
'the ·zone as "a territory of the 
Republic of Panama under ~.the . 
jurisdiction of the U.S., further 
renounced and redefined certain 
rights and again increased 'the 
annuity.-.- payments to $430,000. 
Once more, in 1955, the Treaty of 
Understanding and Cooperation 
sought to update the relationship 
with the modification of rights and 
increasing the . annuity payments 
over 400%, to $19.3 million. 
Transits, at this time, were 
averaging 25 a day. 
Resentment festered under the 
guise of frustrated nationalism on 
the part of the Panamanians, and on 
Sept. 25, 1959, the Panamanian 
government issued a formal request 
to fly the national flag in the canal 
zone. One week later, before any 
formal U.S. action could be taken, a 
riot broke out over an attempt to 
implant the Panamanion flag in the 
zone. The riot, quashed by the U.S. 
Troops, had its desired effect on the 
Eisenhower Administration, for 
three weeks later the Deputy 
Undersecretary Merchot declared 
that "the U.S. recognized that the 
titular sovereignty over the Canal 
Zone belonged with Panama." 
Battle lines were drawn four days 
later as rioting again broke out when 
demonstrators stormed U.S. 
installations attempting to implant 
their national flag along side the U.S. 
flag. A joint u.S.-Panamanian 
military effort was needed to quell 
these rioters. 
Violence subsided and, in 1961, 
diplomatic activity increased as 
Panamanian President Roberto 
Chiari requested a revision of the 
existing treaty and announced his 
desire to renegotiate another with 
U.S. President John Kennedy. 
Later that same year, the 
Panamanian National Assembly 
called for the abrogation of the 
original treaty, and the renegotiation 
of a new one with a termination date 
included. A year later, Kennedy and 
Chiari issued a joint communique 
which would allow for the 
discussions of "dissatisfactions' 
within the parameters of the existing 
treaty." These discussions ended in 
1963, whereupon the U.S. showed 
token dissatisfaction resolution by 
allowing the Panamanian flag to be 
flown where civilians fly . the 
American flag. This tokenism was 
rejected, when, in early 1964, 
Panama suspended negotiations 
with the U.S. charging "agression" 
following the put down of yet 
another riot in the canal zone. On 
January 17, 1964, diplomatic 
relations were officially broken. 
Panama then called upon the 
Organization of American States 
(OAS) to pusue these charges. The 
OAS reponded shortly by declaring 
(1) U.S. and Panama restore 
relations, and (2) the U.S. explore 
new options for the resolution of the 
conflict. 
After Kennedy's assasination, 
Johnson complied by authorizing 
the Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic 
Canal Study Commission to 
explore new sites for the 
construction of a sea-level canal. 
This served to remind Panama that 
the U.S. had other, more drastic, 
measures to consider. The Study 
Commission took neady six years, 
while Johnson found his time 
devoured by the rigors ofViet-Nam. 
The report of the Commission was 
conspicuously published by 
President - Nixon in order that 
Panama realize that it would be a 
cold compliment indeed, if a newer, 
larger, sea-level canal were 
constructed, for it would invariably 
attract the larger commercial 
vessels that were unable to squeeze 
through the original canal, and th us 
create some economic hunger 
pains. Nixon felt the Panamanian 
government would realize that 2% of 
something is better than 100% of 
nothing. 
After ousting the Panamanian 
oligarcny's elected President in 
1968, General Omar Torrijos (best 
characterized by Central Casting as 
The Man You Would Be Least Likly 
To Do A Favor For) boldly iniated 
the tactic of internationalizing the 
Panamanian plight by inviting the 
Rational Security Council to meet in 
Panama in 1973. Subsequently the 
U.N. Security Council voted a 
resolution "which would guarantee 
full respect for Panama's effective 
sovereignty over all of its territory." 
The U.S. vetoed this resolution on 
the grounds that the treaty 
negotiations were a bilateral matter. 
Panama got its U.N. seat in 1974 and 
launched such a propaganda and 
political beating onto the U.S. that it 
transformed this modest regional 
situation into a major priority. 
Nixon's embroilment in the 
Watergate crises left Secretary of 
State Henry Kissinger free to 
explore new options of diplomacy. 
Kissinger accepted the canal as a 
test for his new American 
International style based on 
'concilliation' not 'relative strength.' 
A few months prior to Nixon's 
resignat io"n, Kissi nger and 
Panamanian Foreign Minister 'Juan 
Tack signed the Statement of 
Principles which were eight 
guidlines for new canal treaties. 
President Ford, attempting to 
cement the cracks in the concretE 
walls of our country in the wake of 
Watergate, instructed Kissinger and 
U.S. Ambassador-at-Iarge Ellsworth 
Bunker to prepare a unified 
government position on a new canal 
treaty and await the non-election 
year of 1977 to push it through. 
Now, in that non-election year, it is 
much easier to answer what is 51 
miles long etc. than it is to explain 
what color it should be. 
France and America 
, Exchange- Faculty 
by N.aomi Gusman, Student Intern State College, for the current spring interesting and most prom15mg 
Bndgewater Stat~ College semester. To complete the week at Worcester State College. 
Dr. Leonard J. Savignano. exchange Dr. Hartwig is replacing He is teaching three courses in the 
Ex~cutive Director of the Center for Professor Julien for this semester at French department: 19th century 
In ternational Education, is pleased L'Universite du Maine. French Literature, Contemporary 
to announce that the first faculty Professor Julien is an Assistant French Civilization, and Advanced 
exchange between a French Professor of English at L'Universite French Conversation. He finds the 
University and the Massachusetts du Maine. He joined the faculty at fa cui t y and the stu den t s 
State Coll~ge System is now taking this University in 1970, and he cooperative arid more than willing to 
place. ThIS exchange has been received tenure in 1973. Professor help him get better acquainted with 
realize~ with the. aid o.f th~ F.ranco- Julien holds a "Doctorat de his new surroundings. He is quite 
Amenc.an commIssIon for Troisieme Cycle" which is optimisticthatthissemsterwillbea 
Ed~catlOnal Exchange. in comparable to our AB.D. He has fulfilling and enjoyable experience. 
.. Arthritis .. . Foundation ..
_ <'''.. ,. ,.", "" .• ' "'.' " ,", '.' , " c_ : _ .: ' •• ,,' ',-' ,. _, '." ".' " ·c '; :",' • " ," .,,'., .~' ,.' ':. ,; ',.'" , • " , " •• ' _~, ) ~" • 
Pans .and the CouncIl for been working for the past seven In addition to his stay in 
!nterm:~t1Q~aJ Exchange. of Scholars. years. toward. a .. "Doctorat d'etat" Worcester, Professor Julien willlbe 
..... J:n,,',~~mq:n,_·:p.~,,':;Prof~Q:t·· (Ph.D.) which could take twelve or available, for lectures and 
(cont. from page 1) CI~ude. Julien, from L UI1lVerslt~ du mO.re ~ears to receiv~. Professor conferences for other state colleges 
Mame In Le Mans, France, arnved Juhen IS currently domg research and private organizations. Groups 
Once again the Massachusets 
chapter of the Arthritis foundation is 
working hard to obtain the -funds 
needed so desparately to battle this 
disease. ' 
This comprehensive program is 
the result of time, effort and the 
talent of literally thousands of lay 
volunteers, in every walk of life, 
throughout the Commonwealth. 
The dedication of these volunteers 
in effect, supports the medical 
profession - tbe physician in the 
clinic, the researcher in the 
lahoratory, the physical therapist at 
the . bedside. oj a rheumatoid 
arthritic. ' 
The ultimate goal of all personnel 
involved, both lay and professional, 
is first to controf all . rheumatic 
. disease, and then to soiue the 
complex mysteries of drthritis, 
especially rheumatoid arthritis. 
What You Can Do ... Although 
donations are always appreciated 
any time, February is the big 
annual fund drive month. This year, 
a major fund raising campaign is 
being launched at BSC the week of 
February 20 '25. 
. at W orcest~r Stat~ College last for the If doctorat d'etat" on chilhood desiring further information on his 
week. He wIll be takl.ng thepla~e of and adolescence in the American background should contact the 
Dr. Rovert HartWIg, ASSOCIate Negro Novel. Foreign Language Department at 
Professor of French at Worcester Professor Julien has had a verv Worcester State College. 
~enior Health and Physical 
Education major, and campaign D 1./ -
coordinator,RonMcGann,iscalling' e}eated! ' 
on the entire campus to donate In perhaps the greatest upset 
whatever they can to support thh. since the' Liston-Clay bout, last 
drive. Volunteers are also neededt.o nisht Leon Spinks (age 24, 1971bs. 
help mal) the donation table whirh 6'1/2,. 76" reach,). defeated 
will be set up in front of the Mohammed Ali (age 37, 224Ibs., 6'3, 
bookstore" in the Student Union 83" reach). A battling Spinks was 
between the hours of9a.m." 3 p.m. able to take split decision, after. 
'ALl 
If you- would like to help, please ,going the length against the heavily 
call 697·2047. Ron would .like to favored and more experienced Ali. 
personally thank the W.R.A. for The question now 'remains· will Ali 
sponsoring him in this very .~r.e~tirje~?i!!j;!i!!!!!!!!~~::-_..J 
worthwhile. cause. 
GO •.• · 
Inter-Cultural 
Seminar 
(cant. from page 3) 
Students represented the nations of tions class is pioneering a whole new 
Germany, France, Nigeria, study this semester. Professor 
Clinicians Vis.ited lI!!!!!!!!!.trH~t~~:~ E . Seli,.~: • .,~y &- navy tQOd. 
.,. campinuuppli.. . 
, Panama, as, well as Americ;ans. Litvin intends to meet his students 
Several game-like exercises were outside of class for special activities 
played to further familiarize such as exploring foreign 
students with their backgrounds. restaurants anq .. special' exhibits. 
Brown-bag lunches sufficed for a Programs like this seminar create a 
brief dinner break. Later, students unity and friendship between the 
role-played typical customes such class-mates who are attempting to 
as shaking hands when introduced, identify and overcome the 
and each person judged whether the limitations of multiple cultures. 
action was appropriate or not for By the ,end of the seminar 
their cultural backgrounds. Marked students could recognize previously 
differences in responses stimulated assumed cultural traits within 
lively discussions and vividly themselves as well as understand 
by Douglas Midran 
Bob Fraritaroni, representing the 
Massachusetts Rehabilitation 
Commission Human Sex:vice 
Center in .Lakeville, • was on hand 
Saturday .. and spoke on the' broad 
topic. of rehabilitation. Frantaroni a 
replacement for. Richard Cristafulli 
of St. Coletta's Day School, 
Braintree, is a graduate of Boston 
University and has been in·the field 
of rehabilitation since 1968. 
Many of the clinicians involved in 
the Saturday morning program are 
interested in becoming professio 
nals in the expanding field of 
adaptive physical education. 
F rantaroni gave them a good idea of 
what is expected in the capacity and 
stated the desparate need for 
adaptive physical educators in so 
many areas of rehabilitation. 
F rantaroni feels that there are not 
nearly enough adaptive physical 
educators available to work with 
. handicapped adults and cited this as 
a shortcoming of many rehabilit-
ation programs. Many federally 
funded programs are only 
concerned primarily with vocational 
rehabilitation. That l~it is trying to 
put individuals, who have suffered 
some type of injury or incureda long. 
illness, back to work. The 
Commission works with individuals 
16 years andolder in hopes of 
helpingto relearn' and develop skills 
necessa'ry . for employment. 
Fnlntaroni stated that in order to be 
admitted a person must· have a, 
"substantial hadicap for employ-
ment" and there must be' a 
"reasonable expectation in gettin~ 
the individual back to work." 
The Rehabilitation- Commision 
provides extensive services and has 






on the job training with job 
placement available at the 
completion of training. 
All these resources are 
instrumental in helping the program 
accompiish its goal of making the 
handicapped' individual as 
independantas possible. 
~work cloth •• & shOlts 
.. war sUrplus 
• jeans tops & more! 
A .crazy discount prlces, 
go ... 1:';'-' .. -'&1 566 FOREST AVE. BROCKTON, M!~ 
Opt>rt 9 am . 9 pm---· ... -
Sa: l.O ;<~, . fijJm 
ne!_~~!~e~t Auto 
, _ •. :WIl i-l hi I::' (;I)UPON __ . 
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BROCKTON.MA 
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displayed cultural differences. what is involved in inter-cultural 
The inter-cultural communica- relations. 
FL YlNG PIZZA 
Telephone 697-8631 
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